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EDITORIAL.

T

HE deferred debates on the Army Estimates disclosed the fact that

the constitution of the Forces solely as a standing Army finds favour
with no party. All parties suggest that they have given much thought
to the problem of providing a suitable alternative, but whenever any
concrete alternative proposal emerges it is along the lines outlined some
years ago as the Army policy of the present Ministry-a policy which is
now being speeded up. AN TOGLACH has always championed the demands
of Officers-whether for stability and the sense of security associated with
a pensions scheme (now presumably about to materialise in the case of those
remaining in the Service) or for a re-absorption in civil life of redundant
officer-personnel by priority of appointment to vacancies in civil departments. The latter is once more our immediate concern. For years each
officer has at least subconsciously sensed the shadow of the sword of
Damocles above his head. For many the slender hair is now about to snap
and professional military life comes to an end. These will be faced with the
grave problem of resuming or of beginning civil life.
We hope that their
difficult position will be fully appreciated and their claims on the gratitude
of the community generously admitted by those who guard the entrance to
the civil departments of the State. Already the pebbles are in the helmet,
and Fate with vigorous arms will shake out many-a further cogent reason
why the State should participate actively in the problem of actual re-instatement in civil life.
In this connection it may not be amiss to point out that in recent public
professional appointments candidates seeking repatriation were successful.
The motives of such candidates in formerly quitting the oountry were probably mixed-but the fact remains that there is a premium on foreign experience and those whose motives impelled them to remain at home are
penalised. Could not a residence-qualification attach to candidature for
such appointments so that the ex-officer in future might have an opportunity of meeting his opponent on equal terms?
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CAVALRY POSSIBILITIES IN
IRELAND.

"THE

•

By COL. J. J. O'CONNELL, A.S.L

day of well-trained, well-equipped and modernised cavalry is
not over.
Such a cavalry can still confidently flutter its lancepennons in the breeze of to-morrow." It was no less an authority
than General von Seekt--ex-Commander-in-Chief of the Reichswher-that said this. And he said it as recently as August 11th, 1927, in
the" Militiir-Wochenblatt." Following on this it is not surprising to read
-in October, 1928, this time-of considerable additions to the Cavalry
School at Hanover, the new buildings being opened in presence of the War
Minister and the present Commander-in-Chief. Only for a family bereavement President Field-Marshal Hindenburg was to have attended also.
The highly-specialised and admirably-trained German post-war Army
is, therefore, tackling seriously the question of cavah·y. This is all the more
noteworthy because, in the World War-and indeed in their history generally-the German cavalry did not reach the same standard of excellence as
the other arms. For the rest, there is nothing surprising in this: Germany
is relatively poor in horses-and when all comes to all it is the horse that
produces the horseman.
Clearly, then, the Germans-a clear-headed, business-like people-are
applying themselves to cavalry even though the real natural aptitude is lacking. There must be something in cav!lll'y after all; General von Seekt again
strikes the warning: "Commonplaces, he says, are a deadly danger. This
is particularly the case in military questions, in which every principle
accepted-and even every opinion expressed-should be the result of calm
and mature reflection. For the application of such is, in fact, a matter of
life and death. Realisation of his responsibility should therefore restrain
every soldier from making himself an unthinking echo of the commonplaces
of the day. One such commonplace is that cavalry is obsolete." And without a doubt the commonplace in question would be accepted in Ireland in a
pretty widespread fashion.
Let us, for all that, act on General von Seekt's advice: let us refuse. to
be rushed and committed to this " commonplace," and let us examine the
question of cavalry on its merits. Our horses are a large and universallyrecognised source of national wealth; so let us examine whether for us the
cavalry arm is desirable, and if so to what extent and of what precise
character.
Is CAVALHY DESIRABLE FOR OPEP.ATIO S IN IRELAND?
The answer to this question must be " yes" if it can be established
that certain work can be performed satisfactorily only by cavalry-work,
that is to say, of a quite every-day routine description. For, obviously, nobody would advocate the development of troops that were unlikely to be used
in a general course. Now there are quite a number of almost routine tasks
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that have to be carried out everyday in tho fiold, ond thut cu~ only b c~ec
tively performen by cavalry. Without in any way xbau tlDg the ubJect
we can touch on several:
(a) Scouting and Patrolling: the horseman is tho id al so~ut beo~u 0 he
can heep Bcouting, since the horse can look where he s walklDg for
him. Again he can scout anywhere without losing time.
(b) Liaison across country: the horseman can go fn ter and more
directly across practically every class of terrain than the man ('n
foot. The longer the distance the greater hi advantage in this
respect.
(c) Seizing and holding points away from roads. It will often be only
possible to occupy such points by galloping horsemen on to themand they may be points that should be denied to the enemy at all
costs.
These are a few of the matters that would have to bo attended to in
Ireland the same as anywhere else. In point of fnct, General M:acready, in
1921, was preparing to use the men and horses of his Field Artillery as provisional cavalry units, and a suggestion to form small mounted columns was
advanced on our own side by Colonel Liam Hayes.
To what extent is cavalry desirable in Ireland?
Evidently it is not a question of large Cavalry Units-Divisions or Brigades, such as the new Polish Army had to organise. Cavalry in Ireland
must be, so to speak, a short-range cavalry, working for the direct advantage
of and in the most intimate co-operation with the other arms-with infantry,
cyclists, artillery, etc. The job of the cavalry would be to do what-and
only what-the other arms cannot do. It would do the work of Divisional
Ca~alry, and of the Scouting Troop forming part of the French Infantry
reglDlent. The units, in short, must be small and such as to suit local
oonditions.
What type of cavalry is desirable?
The. ~ype needed is that indicated in 1922 by General Grazioli when
su~a;:mg the ~ims of cav~lry training for the Italian Army:
emphaSIse the tactICal self-reliance of small cavalry detachments.
r '.. To intensify by every means their sporting training and tactical educaIon lD accordance with the ne
. 't
" T'
W SPIrl •
" TO ~~>vIde them with numerous light automatic arms.
0 direct them definitely towards a role similar to that up to now the
h
sp ~~ ;ther of Mounted Infantry than of true Cavalry.
o accustom Cavalry lead to
"
d t
ous small arf
.
ers trammg in enterprising and a ven urware, of the kind fo
I' h
.
rmer y m onour m open country.
.. N '
ever to tie the horse to
h'
di
tinct tact' al - t
mac mery, but to employ the two as s. Thi I.e Ins ruments working harmoniously together "
8 18 80 perfectl
'ted
.
to any purpose.
Y SUI
to our conditions that it cannot be added to
RECBNT CAlfPAIGNS TO STUD
S·
Y.
'.
mce 1914-00ntrary to th
e usually accepted view, there have been
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examples of every conceivable type of cavalry action-across every conceivable type of terrain. Clashes of opposing bodies of cavalry both on horseback and on foot, raids" break-throughs, pursuits, stopping gaps in fronts,
reconnaissance-all these have taken place on every scale from the ordinary
sergeant's patrol to the Cavalry Army of Budienny.
There is no lack of
examples to study. Perhaps from our point of view the most instructive of
all are the more recent--the operations of quite small bodies in Morocco and
Syria in 1925- '26.
For our purpose the ordinary patrol encounter might
quite well be more practically applicable than the large operation on a vast
front. At all events, we have a wide field of selection. And the outstanding lesson of the entire series is that cavalry can operate anywhere.
CAVALRY IN CLOSE COUN1'RY.

1'he advantage as to mobility enjoyed by the horseman is self-evident in
open country. It requires a little reflection to bring home the fact that in
clo8e country this adv'antage i8 even more definite. I had always held this
view, and had it confirmed recently at the English manoeuvres in last September, where the cavalry showed up to great advantage in the very close
Sussex terrain. A very high degree of mobility across close terrain can be
acquired by a cavalry suitably horsed, and the suitability of the Irish horse
for this purpose is, of course, unnecessary to emphasise. It may, in short,
be accepted that a cavalry can be formed capable of being thoroughly mobile
in the closest Irish terrain.
But more important still is the other fact that in such close terrain the resisting-power of small cavalry units is very great, provided they are endowed
with an adequate fire-power. In this respect thc manoeuvre operations in
Sussex were particularly instructive, and will repay a somewhat closer
survey.
The English cavalry regiments are now organised in 3 squadrons, i.e.,
2 sabre squadrons and 1 machine-gune squadron. The sabre squadrons con\list of 4 troops each, and all the men are armed with sabre and rifle. I
heard also that there was a possibility of a Browning automatic arm being
introduced.
The machine-gun squadron is not horsed at all. The guns and crews
are carried in 6-wheellorries, each of which carries two Vickers' guns, range- '
finders, etc., and a liberal ammunition supply. The opinion of ,t heir cavalry
officers seemed to be that these lorries, though very versatile and quite good
on the defensive, did not get the guns to critical points on the offensive as'
quickly or surely as the pack-horse with the Hotchkiss gun did formerly.
It certainly would seem as if this were a very definite case of the" tying the
horse to machinery" which we have een deprecated by General Grazioli.
In practice, when the regiment is working on its own, the machine-gun
squadron is split up-a small post commonly consisting of a mounted troop
plus two machine guns. The resisting-power of a screen of such small post
was very well exemplified by the defender's covering regiment OIl the two
opening days. The attached sketch shows the arrangement of such a small
post.
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unilar re ults could be achieved on the offensive by a cavalry trained
to bring fire· power to the crucial points with maximum speed. The hedges
and enclosures could in this case be utilised to screen the advance up to the
last moment, when one more short gallop would do t he trick.
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HISTORY REPEATS ITSELF.

In this connection it is interesting to recall that Ireland was the theatre
that saw the earliest example of the employment of maximum fire-power by
horsemen-just seven-and-a-half-centuries ago! 'l'he maximum fire-power
in that case was provided by the South Welsh hobiler-archers who invariably
accompanied the Norman knights, and whose mounts and light equipment
were far better suited than theirs to the difficult Irish terrain-bogs, forests,
hills, etc. At that time the South Welshman was the only man who drew
the true long-bow-the six-foot arm with the three-foot shaft which later
won every English victory from Falkirk to Agincourt-and the Irish Norman's object was to carry this decisive fire-power everywhere with him.
Now the hobiler-archer was not a horse-bowman like the Turk, Magyar, or
Mongol, his contemporaries; on the contrary he always dismounted and took
cover to use his arm. The weaker weapon of the man who fired from horseback had neither the range, the accuracy, nor the penetration of the longlo('w. It was, therefore, a matter of making use of mobility to multiply firepower-and therefore an absolutely sound conception according to the most
lIlodern standards.
Let us now consider what type of trooper, horse, and armament should
be aimed at in order to bring up-to-date this Irish-inspired idea of maximum
fire- power on horseback. The further down in the unit organisation we go
-down to the individual soldier-the more vital it is to insist on all! exceptionally high technical standard: man, horse, squad and troop should alike
be definitely superior to any adversary. Once our men reach the requisite
high standard it is easy enough to emphasise their superiority by a powerful
armament.
DETAILS OF ARMAMENT REQuffiED.

The armament of the Irish cavalryman should be ample.
He would
frequently be required to fend for himself over an important number of
hours and should be in a position to do so. First and foremost is the rifle,
in the use of which he should receive at least as thorough a training a the
infantryman. The rifle, of course, in his case also includes the bayonet and
grenade.
Small parties of Irish horsemen should be able to brush aside
similar bodies of enemy and require the appropriate armament to ensure their
being able to do so. The Irish horseman , in fact, must be able on. foot to
beat any foot soldier.
Nor must the old-fashioned action on horseback be omitted. Occasions
will be few, but the cavalryman may find himself face to face with an opponent on horseback or on foot without himself having time to dismount and
fight properly. We must ensure that such occasions shall not catch him at a
disadvantage. In most such circumstances the best weapon is a powerful
one-handed fire-arm-to fire across a stream or a road or through a hedge.
For this there is nothing to beat the long-barrelled Colt revolver-the old
cowboy firearm of the Indian wars. For actual .. shock" action the sabre
is to be preferred to the lance-impracticable among the Irish hedges, though
necessary to give trained skill-at-arms.
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The currying of this armament is a question of detail a ' bctwc:l1 hol"u
und man-on the man, certainly the bayonet [lnd grenades, po' 'lbly the
pistol; on the horse certainly the sabre and rifle. It scems opon to ~uc~tiOll
whether in Ireland cavalry acting alone would ever find themselves 10 SILuations calling for the use of the entrenching tools: the probabilities are again t
it.
"~s regards cavalry automatic arms, the best solution is probably tL
mobilc machine-gun, i. e. , a really powerful w eapO/l t hat can be gallopclZ to
critical POi/ltB not quickly accessible except to horses. The heavy Mad en
is the ideal weapon for this type of action: one horse carries No. I , the gun ,
und 300 rounds; another horse can carry 2,100 additional rounds .
The
mobility of the whole-as shown by actual equipment seen here- is maxilIlum. Such arms could be got into position either for attack or defence at
a very high rate of speed, and a serious fire-power developed from the very
start.
Thc proportion of Madsen guns would be a maLler of adjuslment. The
squadrons might possibly consist of 3 sabre troops and a machine-gun t roopthe troop consisting of 4 squads possibly. All this personnel and ar mament
would be horsed; because all should move at the same pace, and in similar
~mall compact formations .
It is not !!ufficient that the Irish horseman's armament and weapontraining be of an exceptionally serious kind; his horsemanship must corre pond. As he must retain his mobility in any terrain he must be a
thoroughly sound cross-country rider. This will ensure his effectiveness as
n scout or skirmisher in ground where the enemy will be practically unable
~o work at all. The Irish cavalryman, it is to be realised, must be a speciall!;.t-a ma~ able to do work that cannot be done by anybody else either on
Ins own Slde or the enemy's.
His horse must be such as to enable him to get his work done under
the most varied cond't'
I IOns. I t need not be a very stylish animal, but it
mU8t be a thorough worknlan. It mus t be a good cross-country horse III
' the
mo t general sen e'. it mus,
t for example, be accustomed to swimming, because frequently the r' d ' ' .
,
.
'
I er s ImSSlOn will entaIl crossing rivers of various types
f fro
8r
m aF~Y bnd~e. It must, again, be trained to climb and descend ru~ged
, 1ope.
mally It must be
. bl f
"
t - h'
capa e 0 workmg 10 the more open sorts of
count
ry a rug t.
CoNCLUSION.

'otbing has been said in th f
.
.
-c,cli t ·
d
e oregoIng article about other mobile troopS
•
, armoure cars etc Th
t
f
-th
t . ' I'
esc ypes 0 arm do not conflict WI
cavalrv' in other
•coun rlcs t ley are add d
to
I
Wh t
i h re ugge ted .
h'
e on
cava ry formations.
a
o hers. For .ex I rlat her dIfferent_it is that cavalry should be added to the
company with aamp e,I ow much mol'e versa t'lI e an d formidable is a cyc].ISt
cava ry troop attached' It - ,
.b
after prolonged expe .
t
.
IS Illstructive that the Enghs ,
.
. I
nmen , are now satisfi d th t
liOurcea cannot obviat th h
e
a even thelT mechanlCa ree e orseman.
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INFANTRY ORGANISATION.
By MAJOr JOSEPH DUNNE.
N this article an attempt is made to review briefly thl! organisation in certain modern armies, of thc infantry battalion and its subordinate units,
No effort has been made to
. with particular reference to the platoon.
analyse critically all aspects of the particular organisations, but refer~nces will be found to criticisms that have been made, and the reasons therefor.
In each case only the war establishments will be discussed.
The
nrmies dealt with are those of :France, United States, England, Italy, Germany and Switzerland. In the matter of terminology-battalion and company denote similar units in the above countries. For the subordinate units
I shall adhere to the terms platoon, section and squad as we understand
them, to prevent confusion and as most likely to make for clarity. l'hus, in
France the word .. section .. denotes the unit corresponding to our platoon.
'fhis elucidation is not complete or as up-to-date as a detailed study would
demand, but the presentation of the main facts concerning these units may
be of some general interest.
As part of the int/'Oduction it may be well to set out herc some quotations from official publications which show the official published attitude to
the functions of Infantry to-day. Provisional Regulations for Infantry Training (French) state:.. Alone a complete arm , capable of fighting by fire and movement,
alone capable of struggling on all kinds of terrain and at all hours, day and
night, the infantry is the principal arm for the benefit (profit) of which the
others are employed; no other can replaoe it in the execution of its complete mission, to wit:
.• To conquer ground with the aid of tanks, artillery, aviation, etc., or
even through its own resources .
.. To destroy or capture the enemy which occupies it or at least to cha e
him away, pursue and disorganise him .
.. To consolidate the position it has captured; to instal definitely there
in spite of hostile counter-attacks."
British Field Service Regulations contain the following:
.. Infantry is the arm which in the end wins battles. To enable it to
do so the co-operation of the other arms is essential; separate and independent action by the latter cannot defeat the enemy."
Again , we read in United States Field Service Regulations:
.. Infantry is e sentiaUy the arm of close combat .
.. The co-ordinating principle which underlie the employment of the
combined arms is that the ml sion of the Infantry i the general mi ion of
the entire force.
Infantry hus two general mean of nction : fire and movement. Infantry fights by combining these two means of action."

I
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WEAPONS.

The rifle with bayonet is still the final 111'bit l' in inCll ntry combut; the
armament nowadays also includes machine guns, ligh t automatics ~r !lutoIllatic rifles, hand- and rifle grenades (including smoko grenades) und ~n(untry
cannon-quite a complexity of armament-and we may oven con l~or the
tanks as portion of that armament or equipment.
At pre ent theIr very
frequent combat employment is to be allotted to the infantry battalion or
battalions most in need of them.
Existing or proposed automatic armament may be divided into four
distinctive classes:Class I.-Heavy automatic machine-guns weighing with tripods from
50 to 200 lbs., watel'cooled, with ranges up to 3,000 yurds in som e case .
Class n.-Light automatic machine-guns weighing from 20 to 40 lbs.,
generally air-cooled, with ranges up to 2,000 yards.
Class IlI.-Automatic or machine rifles weighing from 12 to 20 lbs.
Class IV.-Semi-automatic rifles weighing up to 10 Ibs.
Whilst there is fairly general agreement and uniformity a l'egards the
unit for employment of weapons in Class I. (machine-gun company of the
battalion), there is a wide divergence as regards the other three classes which
are generally considered as .. platoon weapons. " Types from both Class n.
and Class III. are in use to-day. Class II. weapons have been objected to
on the grounds of the number of men required to tend them and their lack
of mobility as .. platoon weapons "; countries using them appear dissatisfied
and are considering the introduction of weapons either of Class III. or Class
IV. Of course if a semi-automatic rifle, i.e. , one with automatic loading,
were adopted, it is evidently contemplated that each individual soldier would
be armed wit~ one, and company armament and organisation becomes less
complex. With weapons of Class III. it is necessary to group riflemen in
the elementary unit with the automatic arm , and each rifleman has to carry
some of the ammunition for the automatic ann . It is generally regarded
l\ n~cessary to have at least 1,000 rounds immediatelv available within such
a umt for the automatic arm.
•
BATTALION.

B . T;e battalion with or without minor attachments from Regiment or
. rtlgha e ~eadqu~ers constitutes the complete unit for infantry combat. It
IS e UDlt on which tb h' h
h
e 19 er command bases its calculations as to t e
I

emp oyment of th hi h
.
er unItS.
Usually three Infantry Battalions are
co mine
b· d to form eth g10£
.
tnlion f
b.
e
antry RegIment; in the British Army four batorm a rlgade.
.
The average war strength f th b
'.
BOO
to 1 200
d.
0
e attahon varIes from apprOXImately
of
E ' an Its composition is very similar in all armies. At the outbreak
uropean War the m' 't f
.
gun per bfttt l'
'th' alon y 0 the Powers had a quota of two machme.. a Ion WI m th D'"
.
f
perience and t h'
e IVISlon; thiS was largely as a result 0 eXEuropean W e8 c mgs of the Russo-Japanese War.
At the close of the
ar t here were fr
12 to
At
om
16 machine-guns to the battalion.
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the outbreak of the war the battalion consisted of a number (generally 4) of
rifle companies; at the close it consisted of 3 rifle companies and one machinegun company. The French embarked on this change as early as 1915 and
formed a machine-gun company with 8 machine-guns. The Germans introduced a machine-gun company of 6 guns to each battalion in 1915. The
British did not fall into line until early this year, and had retained their 4
rifle-'c ompany organisation, with a machine-gun platoon as part of Battalion
Headquarters. In the Battalion Headquarters Company, Section or Wing,
as it is variously styled, are incorporated the necessary office personnel for
Battalion Headquarters, communication troops, intelligence or information
Supply, pioneer and .. infantry
troops and attached medical personnel.
cannon" personnel are also included in this Battalion Headquarters, as
with the British, or form part of the regimental headquarters or service
company as in the United States Army.
RIFLE COMPANY.

The rifle company will be found to consist of anything from 150 to 250
men organised into a company headquarters and three or four similar platoons. The armament consists of rifle and bayonet, hand and rifle grenades
(including smoke grenades) and automatic rifles or light machine guns. From
time to time arguments have been advanced favouring a groupment of the
automatic rifles (or light machine-guns) and grenades into one platoon, the
other platoons to consist of riflemen only. In 1917 the German Army authorities were considering sueh an arrangement, and apparently found it unsatisfactory on trial. Again, as late as December, 1927, the project appears to
have found an advocate in General Rouquerol, French correspondent of the
Revue Militaire Suisse, and in some other French military writers, notably
Captain Maisonneuve. Beyond these instances it does not appear to have
met with any extensive favourable consideration, and the platoons within
11 rifle company' have been allowed to remain of a uniform composition as
the best means of effectively increasing the combat efficiency of the company.
In Switzerland the project appears to have received fairly recent consideration, but has been dismissed with a general agreement that the light
automatic weapon belongs to the platoon commander as an integral part of
his platoon.
PLATOON.

It is when we come to consider the platoons that we find the greatest
diversity in organisation. The platoon is normally the smallest unit commanded by an officer and subordinate to him are one or two grades of N.C.O.
It includes all the weapons referred to above under the company. There
is usually a platoon headquarters consisting of the officer, his second in command (a senior N.C.O.) and a runner or two. The following is the approximate numerical composition with automatic armament of the armies considered in this article:French . ..

1 Officer, 40 other ranks and 3 Automatic RiBes.
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1 Officer, 57 other ranks and 6 Automatic R iB .
American
1 Officcr, 34 other ranks and 2 Light M nohin -guns.
British ...
German, Italian &
1 Officer, 41 to 36 other ranks nnd 2 L ight M nchin
Swiss
guns.
In some, cases, such as the British, the Platoon is sub-divided into a
number of sections, each commanded by a corporal, and in other case , c. g.,
America, these sections, commanded by Sergeant • are further sub-divided
into squads commanded by corporals. However, as will appear below, one
of the prime factors determining the organisation of the platoon appears to
be the type of automatic weapon available within the pl atoon and the n eces!lit), for making the best use of same and balancing it aga in t 1\ cert.ain number of rifles. The French and American plntoons are armed with ty pes of
/lutomatic rifles (Class III.) w~ile the other powers cling to t he light machine
gun (Class II.) and weigh up the possibilities of 1\ semi-automatic rifle for
each soldier as against the advantages of an automatic rifle (Class III. ) for
the squad or section. It will, perhaps, be hest nt thi stage to d iscu s each
of these platoons separately.
FRE:-icH .
. The following quotation taken from the .. Report to the Minister,"
whICh serves as an introduction to the Provisional Regulntions for Infantry
Manoeuvre, ]920, helps to give a clearer idea of the bnsis of their infantry
organisation and incidentally elaborates n new doctrine based on war experif'nce:.. The co~p~ny has lost its uniformity; it is still pre-eminently the unit
of morale, but It IS no longer mensured in rifles. It is composed of a certain
number of
Rutomatic
a< r m ~ aroun d each of wluch
" IS grouped the personne I
•
•
nece~:mry .to move It, fire It, supply it and protect it.
It IS thus that the Rutomatic arm has given birth to the • combat
"roup' ( ection), the elementary cell of the infantry "
The platoon is divided . t 3 . .
.
b'
III 0
SImilar combat groups eRch commanded
ya semor N.C.O., and eacb combat group contains

(:> A machine rifle team of one corporal and 5 men;

( ~. Afi team (squad) of riflemen (skirmishers) of 1 corporal and 5 menth c
re " and .. shock"
't b'
includes grenade-thro
fum s emg equal in effectives. The rifle team
r
machine-rifle t-eam' we~d °d ~he group all equipped with rifles.
Each
nition carn'
IS Pdrovi e With one machine-rifle' the gunner and ammuer are arme with . t I h
.
'
in use weighs about 19 Ib pIS () S, t e rem~mder with rifles. The weapon
publications indicate th sd' ~d the magazme takes 20 rounds.
Recent
thi weapon and th
e a o~tlon of an improved model (Model 1924) of
group. This Jeaves\~uppressl~n of the teams (squads) within the combat
group. Be is no longeer ~roup eadder b) command directly the whole of his
but ha simply the job f o~:.erne. with manoeuvring two different squads,
•
0 ge mg hlB whole group forward as best he can.
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Objections have been made to the old combat group on the grounds that
even a senior N.C.O. (who in war could not be always a long service soldier)
was not a sufficiently responsible commander to handle such a tactical unit
and combine the manoeuvre of the two teams (squads) and make the best
employment of the machine rifle. It was also felt that such rather cramped
the platoon leader and took from him work at which his service could most
usefully be employed. In the group arrangement we may detect the danger
of subordinating movement to fire; if the automatic arm be made the prime
consideration of the group leader in the group he is liable to delay too long
firing it when his riflemen might get closer or even get. to grips with the
enemy. It was also felt that the old arrangement tended to make the
platoon leader too much of 11 figure-head, and the rifle team became merely
an mlcort for the automatic arm team.
UNITED STATES.

United States' Field Service Regulations have the following t.o state on
organisation: " The elementary unit of infantry organisation is the squad, the largest
unit admitting of direct personal leadership in combat. The action of squads
is combined in the platoon."
The squad consists of one corporal and 7 men, and is equipped with an
automatic rifle. This weapon weighs about 16 lbs., and the magazine takes
20 rounds. The automatic rifleman is armed with a pistol, the other 7 members of the squad carry rifles. Provision is also made within the squad for
grenade-throwers. Three squads form a section commanded by a sergeant;
two sections are combined in a platoon. It is to be noted that there is a
greater proportion of automatic rifles than in the :Fl'ench platoon, but th£'
weapon is 3 lbs. lighter than the French model.
In doctrine due deference is paid to the automatic rifle, but I have failed
to discover a subordination of the rifleman so complete as appears illl thE'
French doctrine.
BRITISH.

The British organisation of the platoon into two rifle sections and two
Lewis Gun sections is almost too well known to readers of this journal to
need description here. There is one Lewis Gun in each Lewis Gun section.
The Lewis gun weighing approximately 26 lbs. belongs to Class II. of the
automatic type, and has been objected to by British writers on the grounds
that its lack of mobility (due to weight) make it an unsuitable platoon
weapon. These writers also hold that the maintaining of two Lewis Guns
with the platoon seriously interferes with the mobility of the platoon and is
Captain May, in the Army Quarterly, of
likely to hold up its advance.
April, 1926, writes as follows:" In North Russia in 1919 the conditions were such that wheeled traffic
could not be used, pack transport was not provided, and the guns had to bE'
man-handled. After a short experience of these conditions, when operating
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in the forest, the Lewis Guns were left behind in order to pr . erve mobility
and to save the men the fatigue of carrying them."
Recent announcements indicate the possible subRtitution of nn automatic rifle for the Lewis Gun, while tcsts hnve ol 0 b en held on l\ mi·
automatic rifle.
ITALIAN.

Until this year the platoon was divided into two similllr eetion. Elich
section wos, like the French one, again sub-divided into two teams(a) A light automatic squad of 1 corporal and 6 men,
(b) A rifle squad of 1 corporal and 11 men.
Each light aut{)matic squad was equipped with one light machine-gun (Class
II.) weighing with support approximately 35 Ibs., and having 0. magazine
capacity of 50 cartridges. It has a maximum range of 1,500 metres.
In April, 1928, several changes in organisation were effected , including
the adoption of a platoon with 3 rifle squads and 1 light machine-gun squad.
The strength of the new rifle squad is 14 men; that of the light machinegun squad 15 men. The latter is equipped with 2 light machine-guns of a
1915 model, and by way of experiment the main effort is being concentrated
on a replacement of the light machine-gun which is regarded as the weakest
part of their armament. Experiments are on similar line to those of the
British.
GERMAN.

. In Germany the platoon consists of 2 light machine gun squads and 3
~Ifle squad~. The strength of each squad is 1 corporal and 7 men. Each
Jigh.t mac~e gun squad is equipped with one light machine-gun.
Here
agrun, as WIth the British and new Italian platoons, we see that it is upon
the platoon. leader the task of combining fire and movement devolves, and
not on sechon or squad-leaders; he will give much more specific directions
for the use of the light machine guns than he can do in the alternative
~ystem.. Perhaps the most serious drawback in the German arrangement
I~ the dIfficulty the pI t I d
.
a oon ea er would have in directly controlling as many
~tB 5 dIfferent subordinate commanders. German armament is the same as
1 was at the end of th
d
'11
Tr t h e war, an restrictions imposed by the Versal es
e~ y ave so many reactions and implications hindering progress and ex·
penment that no adv
h b
about th d '
ance as een made. There is some talk this year
e a optIon of an automatic rifle in place of the light machine-gun.
, WISS.

The Swiss platoon .
. .
automatic rifl
d IS very SImIlar to the German.
It contains two
1 corporol de Ssqua s of 1 COrporal and 7 men each, and 3 rifle squads of
on
men each . It suff ers from the same disadvantages as the
German plat
0011.
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THE GREAT ADVENTURE.
By

DISTRICT JUSTICE REDDIN.

HE problem of the Boy Scout Movement in an Saorstat has beccme
one of extreme difficulty. It was not such a problem four years ago
when I first drew attention to it.
Iu has become such a problem
through inaction.
Major-General Hugo MacNeill, an ex-scout himself, has determined to get going about it. He is to be congratulated. He
has taken up a matter of supreme national importance. I . salute him and
wis~ him all success.
We have at present the nuclei of little Protestant
and little Catholic armies all over the country, and the whole Movement
when it doesn't savour of Anglophilia or Anglophobia, savours of Sectarianism. 'l'his should never have been. Have we forgotten that the Saorstat
ca1l3 for the allegiance of all its citizens without distinction of creed, and
that it calls for that allegiance-to itself? I have read the General's ideas
on a proposed new Boy Organisation in AN TOGLACH and am impressed by
his thoroughness and vision. Faced in his way and at once, I think the problem can be solved. All Scout Organisations must unite in one great single
Organisation with one great single loyalty: Ireland.
Let us then sell to
work so that the wasted years may be recovered, remembering that the stuff
we handle is precious, is our country's Youth, her challenge to the future,
her will to survive and be again a part of Europe.

T

And with that sentence the imp of Doubt whispers: .. What's
the use. Why not let things be?"
Let what be? As if, having
escaped chaos, we should allow its gloom to circumvent us once
more; as if a nation like ours, having won its freedom, should cease to be
active; as if a nation, any more than an individual, can afford to become
static; as if we Irishmen-and I say it deliberately-Irishmen of a great
generation, should rest on our laurels, forgetting that our country is her
future even more than her past, and that all great achievement which
makes history must be dreamed and visioned in the heart and mind long
before it can be made real in accomplishment. We have started our country
along the path of Nations. Is it suggested that that is enough? Have we
no vision for her, no plans, no dreams of great days to come? Look round
at the new Europe. See how it plans and dreams and strives forward to.wards its day of fame. Countries with not half our natural advantages or
culture are in culture and progress years and years in front of us. They have
outdistanced us. Why? Well, we were waylaid and thrown in the dyke:
that's why. But we are out on the main road again and such excuses are
idle.
There are others on that road mudsmeared like ourselves.
These
show feveri h activity. 'l'hey realise that planning and dreaming and ceaseless effort can win back the wasted years, and they are harnessing their
Youth to the Great Adventure. They are right, for Youth is the masterbuilder in life and time. Are we doing likewise? Is our youth organised
S
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for Ireland? These others are organising theirs; Bnd the bigger folk too who
never fell in the dd{e but threw others in :-they are at it too, for ns
you will remember: they quarrelled with each other on the high road- it
was a bloody quarrel-and they have sorely weakened each other by it. Surely
this is our opportunity, our opportunity to draw level, nye, to pa them
out. I do not mean in the things of War, but in something very different. Let
us then set our pennant high. Let us point our compa bravely for the
unknown. Let us hitch our wagon to a star. An Irishman was never
afraid to do that. 'r'hat's why he is a figure in European thought . We are
going to win this race. We are going to get out in front. W e are going to
push Ireland out in front. And when we do we are going to show what
Irish thought and master-building can dc. We want no empire save of the
mind. We want no power by the oppression of others but only by t he brazier
light of truth. We shall build our House of Fame, not upon h ate, a fortress
horrid with engines of War, a blasphemy of God; but of precious things,
things we have aIrE-ady given abundantly to the world. We shall build it of
noble ideas, scholarship, learning and just government, nnd by its beauty
help to win Europe back to Peace as we once won Europe for Christianity.
Organisation is essential. We must organise. Youth is what 's wanted .
~sh boys must learn their duty to the future and realise t he splendour
It holds for them and their country. They must learn to love Ireland so
that every thought shall be related in a consciousness of her present dynamic
powe~ and coming fame. The se6nin must be laughed into extinction. The
sceptIC must remember St. Thomas and renew his faith . If not the fares of
both must be paid to Norway or Sweden or one of the other Scandinavian
countries whence they shall return healed. The slacker must be compelled to work. Let a great shout go out over Ireland t hat Young
~elan~ has taken to The Great Adventure. Let it stir the ancient Fianna
~ thelr sleep and the new Fianna that I vision to activity and service. Let
enlelral Mac~eill shout. I shall shout too. And may Eire hear us, for we
cha enge destmy.
t
.
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MOGUL.
By

COLONEL HARRY

G.

BISHOP

(U.S.A.).

[The following story is reproduced by the kind permission of the Editor, "Everybody's Magazine." We also wish to acknowledge our indebtedness to the Editor
" The Field Artillery Journal" (U.S.A.) , through whose courtesy the permission of
the author has also been obtained.-Editor.}

HE slanting rays of the afternoon sun had attained sufficient obliquity
to throw the brilliant spot from the tin roof of the west building in the
K Battery stable-yard squarely into t.he blinking eyes of old Mogul,
tethered with his mates to the long picket-line; and obviously it was
up to him to shift his position if he cared for his further comfort. Like all
geldings, he was lazy, particularly so on this hot afternoon, and it was a
question with him whether the game was worth the candle.
Quite slowly he turned his gaze to the right and then equally slowly to
the left.
By rights, being the near leader of the First Section piece, he
should have been tied at the head end of the line. But the" rooky" member of the stable gang, who had led the First Section horses out of their stalls
an hour before so that the bedding might be spread for the night, had mixed
them up; and there he was-the proud and mighty leader of the First Section,
sandwiched in between two low-down caisson horses-wheelers at that!
For a brief second he gazed at the knot at the end of his halter-shank.
He could untie that in about two minutes-thanks to this same" rooky 's"
knot-tying ability-back out of the line, and wander where he listed; but
that struck him as too easy and peaceable. He would cross over under the
picket-line and turn his back to the afternoon glare.
With a quick lunge of his body to the left, he rudely jostled the dozing
caisson wheeler on that side, at the same time slipping the halter-knot along
the picket-line in the same direction by a swipe of his head, made a quick
quarter-turn to the right on his forehand, let go with one of his hind hoof,
cracking the animal on his right a blow just above the stifle, made another
quarter-turn to the right, kicked again, this time with both hoofs, and! in
the ensuing commotion backed under the picket-rope, and the thing was done.
Of course, this manoeuvre was followed by some squealing and biting among
the near-by horses, and a few of the young animals" pulled back " on their
halters, snorting violently.
The sentinel, who had been leaning comfortably against some bales of
hay, came out of his day-dreaming long enough to yell out: " Hey, there,
Mogul! Damn you, anyway!" And quiet again fell over the yard. The
heavy heads sank lower and lower, hindquarters sagged, some to the right
and some to the left, tails hung limp, and the afternoon nap was resumed.
Bub sleep came not to the big bay gelding, although the sun no longer
shone in his eyes and though he was quite satisfied with himself over the way
in which he had showed off before those low-down caisson animal .
The exertion of turning around on the crowded picket-line had stirred his
blood just enough to drive sleep away; and furthermore, as it was only an
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hour to feeding time, he was beginning to got hungry. Ah , yo I Hungry!
When was he not hungry? Hlld he ever got enough to ant?
0, not even
on the night when he had broken loose and, wandering into the gangway of
the stables, had dined at the forage cart, thereby nearly ending hi valuable
life in the convulsion of flatulent colic.
So, standing stupidly with head bowed and eye lazily blinking, his
mind roamed back through his twelve years of life to the day when he wa!!
a. pop-eyed, loose-jointed, lean, long-legged, ever-hungry colt; to the days
when, with his bay mother, he had roamed that clover-carpeted pasture
down by the creek in old Missouri.
Ah, that was a glorious spot!
The creek, with it sparkling clear
water where he used to splash about and drink great mouthfuls of Hie cold
spring nectar; the '" bottom," with its carpet of short green turf, so juioy
and suooulent; the uplands, with their clover and timothy, tall, rich,. and
green; the maple and oak grove where he and his mother would stand hour
after hour in the shade on hot days, along with old Sam, the worn-out ploughhorse, and the herd of sad-eyed Jerseys-all dreaming and listening to the
hum of bird and insect, and the noisy music of their master's reaper in the
distant fields. He recalled the many times when, in the exuberance of his
coltish spirits, he would suddenly cease grazing, snort furiously, with uplifted head and bulging eyes, and then, arching his fuzzy tnil, go gnlloping
wildly up the path along the creek.
Always he would keep to the path along the brook and go ns far as the
grove; but one day, just before he came to the clump of willows on the riverbank, he had spied something half-hidden therein. The" something" was
a small boy wearing a torn straw hat and a shirt and knee breeches, with
~ery dirty sun-kissed legs and feet; a~d he was fishing in the stream. The
lDstan~ Mogul saw this boy he had leaped violently to one side, and at the
same lDstant the apparition had spoken calling out: "Ah (7'wan, yOU
fool colt.I" And then he had circled the bushes with short, "'quick side:~ep:~=h much ar.ching of his neck, lifting of his tail, and a great deal
g and blowmg. So ever after, though age and more mature horsesense had somewhat dampened the ardour of his cavortings, he could not pas!!
a clump of bushes witho ut thOIS mamfestatlOn'
.
.
for he was always I00k'n"
I "
f or alwav
t'
,
,
• s expec IDg to see, the boy with the torn hat and the fishing-rod.
Tb h'
. d
d' I us IS mID roamed on through his colthood and the later days. lIe
t~m ~=embe~ed the time when he first trotted al~ng a dusty road, nuzzling
h
sh of hit! mother, who was in harness because he was eternallY
unfigryt;tt
e early days of bit and saddle and h~rness - the proud day when
he
earned u
'th D
'
It'
vator and th
p WI
an, and learned to work at the plough, the cu 1of tr~ll
e wagon; and later when he went out to make the acquaintance
they ~i-~rs, road-;:lers, and automobiles. He recalled the day when
had led him~~::: h m o~d Dan, whom he was never to see again. They
t
had gone into a add e tr~1D and taken him down to St. Louis. There he
P ock WIth many other horses, and there he had first seen
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a uniform. Three men in khaki coats and baggy trousers (the Horse Board,
as he afterwards found out)-these men had looked and felt him all over,
ridden him, trotted and galloped him, and finally had burned his left shoulder
with a big ,', U.S." Then had come another car-ride and the stable-yard of
K Battery of the Seventh Regiment of Field Artillery of his good Uncle
Sam's army.
They had led him in and tied him on the" spare line," where he had
stood in all the splendour of his young horsehood, a magnificent bay without blemish or defect, fifteen and a quarter hands high, chest full and deep,
back short and straight, with deep loins, medium high ' withers, and a neck
built for a collar-an ideal artillery draft-horse. After drill, nearly half the
battery had come, over to view him and appraise his points in varied and
picturesque profanity. And that day he had first met Kelly, the short- sandyhaired Irishman who swore much, drank more, but withal was the best driver
in the regiment .
.. Ah, me beauty I ab, me darlint! " Kelly had cried. .. We'll match
yez with Hobbs, an' it's th' lead of th' First Section piece where yez will
wurruk, me b'y." And after the many days of longing and bending and running in the" bull-ring," to the lead of the First Section he had gone, paired
with Hobbs, the place of honour in the battery, and with the sandy-haired
Kelly as the permanent driver.
Then had come seven years of ideal life : plenty of food, plenty of water,
just enough work to keep in the pink of condition, and a ceaseless daily grooming that brought, to Mogul a coat as fine as silk and as resplendent as a
mirror. From Oklahoma the battery had been moved to Vermont, and then
to Texas, and it was now in the wind-swept artillery post in Wyoming. How
they loved this life, he and Hobbs and the man Kelly-the drills, the marches,
the car-rides, the camps, the manoeuvre , the sham battles!
Now heBut ah I What was thab?
Somewhere down the line a hor e moved uneasily, awoke, and nickered,
and then, like a. little wave breaking on a pebbly beach, the nickerings ran
along the line and grew in frequency and volume, inter persed with squeals,
tlill stamping and pawing of hoofs, and little kicking affrays. Over in the
stable gangway a loutish soldier in a dirty stable frock was trundling the
forage cart along, while a compatriot, with much banging of the tin measure,
was ladling out the oats. It was feeding time, and the line of horses was
becoming impatient. Came the grinding of feet on the cobblestones, and into
the stable-yard marched the men of the battery, halted, fell out, and toad
.. to heel."
Thi formation, in military parlance, i .. aft~rnoon stable ."
Fir t ,
the hor es are led to water, section by ection, then the grooming i done
and the animals are placed in the stalls for the night.
The watering had proceeded a for as the Third Section when the
note of a bugle came Boating through the hot afternoon air. The lieutenant,
third in rank, whose duty it was to attend this formation on this day, and who
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was pretending to be examining a horse, for the 01 r a on that thi particular
horse was tied in the only shady spot in th tab! · ord, udden!y came
to life and, notifying the senior sergeant, tart d to ob y th summons .
.. Officers' call" was sounding at the post headquarters.
Along the picket.line men glanced at each other in Q knowing way or
made remarks in undertones and went on with their work in a nervous,
abstracted manner. One of the non·coms., a married man with a family,
looked worried and gravely remarked to a corpor al in a questioning tone,
as though he expected the latter t{) affirm an oppo ite opinion . .. Well, I
guess it's come at last? "
For a long time now, there had been considerable of intere t to the nalion
in the daily papers, something that was growing in importance by leaps and
bounds, something that had caused unusual activity in the W ar and Navy
Departments; an activity that, threading t he military hierarch y, had come
rapidly down, to the last rear·rank private.
Fifteen minutes after the lieutenant h ad left to obe the summons of
the bugle, the captain came trotting into the yard .
.. Cease grooming and lead in," he ordered , and then to the enior ser·
geant: .. Fall in the men; march them back to barrack to pack their field
kits. The battery will entrain at daylight; for Tampa."
. It had come at last, as the old sergeant had thought. The nation waS
m arms, and the" high.ups " at Wa hington were going to trike the first
blow and strike quickly.
That night, after supper, Kelly went to .. Th e Kid's P lace." He had
been or~~red to report to the quartermaster-sergean t to h elp unpack reserve
ammumtlOn. But going to .. The Kid 's P lace" and forgetting to report
to the quartermaster.sergeant were characteristic of Kelly. At" The Kid's
P~ace" he discoursed long and volubly to an admiring alcoholic crowd on
~IS own and the battery's prowess ; and when " The Kid " put up the shut·
~rs, Kelly retired to the stable.yard and t{) th e stall of Mogul and Hobbs.
e could sleep there quite comfortably . W aIking as far as barracks was
unnecessary ; and then, he would be sure to be on hand wh en it was time W
hamass.
.

T~e battery

•

•

•

was movingly slowly along a chalky white road, foot· deep
illha mmutely
fine dust which , nsmg
.. m
. clouds from t he impact of h00f and
I h
w ee.' ung almost motionless over the column in the still hot air of the early
roorrung: enveloping the moving mass of men horses ~nd carriages like 8
ugeblood'
veil de
Th .t ropical
.
hand
sun had risen over the" eastern hills, small, round•
temperat ·re 'lmvlsual portent of a day of hell heat, a day th at had begun ate8
tation th ure
t r a d ost beyond h uman en durance. Th e leaves of t h e rank veg '
sphere. a me the roadway hung limp and lifeless in the soul· killing atIJ1O"
.
that First
alterncame the cap t am-not
the one who h ad stopped the groo)Ding
oon, months ago back in W yoming ; he h ad long since gone bOJIl"
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via Newport News in a sealed box-but a new one, a little younger than the
other, but gray and thin, his head hanging low on his breast. Then came the
two trumpeters, thin and pale and haggard, and the guidon-bearer, with the
little piece of tom and stained scarlet silk hanging limp on its staff, like the
leaves on the palms near by.
Next came the First Section, the gun and limber with its team of six,
Mogul and Hobbs, with Kelly driving, in the lead; then the caisson, followed
by three more gun sections, four ammunition or caisson sections, and the
store and forge wagon section; after these came the led horses-<>£ which
there was none.
Off to the right a few hundred yards, a column of infantry was plodding
over the half-broken ground. Still farther to the right were other columns,
and to the left of the road there were still others. To the rear were more
columns, with here and there a wagon bearing a flaming red cross, mute
symbol of the surgeon and the reward for the work to be done that day.
Far ahead, almost beyond the range of vision, were little squads of
cavalry radiating, fan-like, from the central mass of infantry and artillery.
Along the road, half-hidden in the chalky grass, guarded here and there by a
signal-corps private, standing spectre-like in the white dust veil, a thin
wire-the field telegraph-stretched its sinuous length back to where sat the
brigadier, pushing this mass of flesh and blood and metal always on, on, a
willing sacrifice for the Republic.
The captain of the battery reined in his horse, the underfed beast all too
willing to obey a summons to stop; and, backing it to the roadside, watched
his command file past. In the lead, Mogul plodded through the chalky dust
and swayed unsteaoily from side to side, his flanks rising and falling rapidly,
and his breath coming in short sobs. He was no longer the horse that had
marched so proudly out of the Wyoming stables that morning five months
before; he was now only a bundle of bones done up in a dead and withered
hide. There was a big swelling on one of his legs, his hoofs were cracked
and broken, and the luster had gone from his eyes. Kelly, gaunt and spiritless, was plying the whip to what remained of poor old Hobbs to keep him in
draft.
The captain raised his arm vertically , and the long column came to a
halt .
.. Five minutes' rest," he commanded.
Kelly slid from the saddle and, limping to the front of his team, unhooked the steel collars and wiped off the lather; then , taking hi canteen
from its ring on the saddle cantle, held it up and from force of habit shook it .
... Bout four spoonfuls, " he muttered , raising it to hi parched and
blackened lip ; then he he itated, glanoing at the sobbing animals. Taking
the sponge from its place in the collar fl ange, he emptied the water into it
dusty, crinkly folds and, going again to the head of hi pair, gently ponged
their eyes and hot, dusty nostrils and lip .
.. Kelly I "-it was the captain speakiog-" Unhook your pair and go
get in the lead of the Seventh Section."
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The Irishman gazed up at the offic r tupidl ·.
.. Quick I " added the captain. .. Your puir i~ plu cd o.ut. W~:ro goin'
ink. action mighty soon, and I'vo got a better pou' to put 10 b r .
The driver's face went purple. .. Botter pair I .. h go p d.
" Doc '
the captain think there is a better pair in all lh' bat'r thun logul lind
Hobbs? Fer sivin years now we've pulled in th' I ad 0' th' Furrst ection,
so, an' nivver yit have we failed th' captain.
ure an' it'll b breakin' their
hearts to go to the resarve. "
your pair i worn out.
.. Sh! sh I Kelly," the captain interrupted;
They'll drop in their harness in the next two mile. J orgen en is bringing up
his pair. You can stay here and drive in your old place, but thi pair goes
out. I'll send them back with Jorgensen."
If

" Oi'll stay with me own horses, if th' captain don't moind," and, with
the hot tears filling his eyes, Kelly slowly unhooked his pair and tarted with
them back down the column.
The brigadier was not having things all his own way this day. For four
mortal hours he had hammered away at the regiment ~f the enemy holding
tho bridge-head, which it was his duty to seize. Tho sun was sinking low
and the place must be carried by nightfall . The infantry advance had been
~topped and its first thin line was lying hidden in the folds of the ground
four hundred yards from where he expected to make hi final charge, waiting
unt~ the artillery could change to a more favourable position and open up
agam .
. From where the ammunition reserve caissons lay, posted in a little
thicket of ~alm and mangrove, Kelly could see the firing battery limbered
u.p and movmg slowly along by the flank and then up the slope of a bill some
SIX .hundred yards away. When near the top the guns were unlimbered
ag&ln and made ready to fire. The infantry fire which had died down to
only an occasonal shot, now broke loose in a tumultuous rattle, and under its
:ver the ~uns were run by hand up to the crest; and as they suddenly
med their torrent of shrapnel upon the enemy the infantry advance reo
~mmenced.
Little squads of men suddenly rose 'from the earth and darted
ard
:::t
all along the line, their rifles a-trail, gained a little ground to the
D
, anddthen sank to earth and inviSibility to be followed quickly by
th
o er squa sAd th
.
,
d.
.
nus, mch by inch, foot by foot they slowly close In
on th .
ell' prey whil th h
' r e d b'
the m t i l l ' k' e
e ot atmosphere was incessantly punctu
J
e a c crac mg of th"41
.
tor.
driven n've t·Ing machines.
.
elr nues, like the hammering of a thousand roo
But although the seen
t
QIld
pageant of the live
e ou . on that fire-swept plain was the one gr .
life-and-death stru s ~f all ~ho lived to tell of it, Kelly had no eyes for this
g
and carriages-th: e. ~ gaze Was fixed on that mass of men and horses
the hill in th
gfun-limbers-parked a little way down the slope of
.
'
erearo the u
. .
erY
tick of the wat ch .
g ns now splttmg angry sheets of flame at ev •
His eyes were

SOa'

•

.tiI

PPlng WIth an angry light, his breast heaved W1
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his burning resentment, and he cursed and mumbled to himself.
'I'he
heat, the fatigue, the mad thirst for water had upset his reason a little and
He, Private
magnified the affair of the forenoon out of all proportion.
Michael Kelly, the best driver in all the regiment, with the best pair in all
the regiment, relegated on the day of his first big battle to a place in the
reserve, and the place of honour given over to a nameless Swede with a
pair of plough-horses I
Mogul, standing with one hind foot drawn forward and head hanging
low, now and then forgot the tortures 011 the heat and thirst in little catnaps. But always, as he awoke, he would raise his head and glance inquiringly from side to side, 01.1 look back contemptuously at the strange swing
pair in his rear. He also, in his dull, unreasoning way, knew that he was out
of place, and resented it. For a half-dozen times now, he had laid back
his ears and had kicked viciously at the pair behind him. Well, too, did he
know where his place should be I He had not hauled a gun for seven years,
on parade, on the march, at target practise, and in action, not to know that he
belonged on yonder hillside with those gun-limbers; and he would thrust
forward his ears, champ, whinny, and, pawing the ground, gaze longingly at
the line of mud-coloured, thundering guns. Whereupon Kelly would fondle
him and, in a strange mixture of oaths and endearing epithets, pour out his
reflections on the injustice that had come to them.
Thus the minutes slipped past; and then suddenly occurred one of those
unforeseen things which no reasonable amount of foresight can prevent or
circumvent.
The open ground between the ammunition reserve and the guns, supposedly out of reach of the enemy's fire, suddenly became a fire-swept hell,
and, simultaneously with this, the battery commenced to run short of ammunition. The captain signalled for another caisson to come up.
The lieutenant commanding the reserve instantly mounted the drivers
of one of the two caissons that were still loaded, and started it acros at a
gallop.
Two hundred yards after it had left shelter, a wheel-horse went down
badly wounded, quickly followed by a driver; and the team, falling into confusion, came to a halt. There was only one loaded cni on left-Kelly'S,
and the lieuttenant hesitated to risk that one also; so, uncoupling a team
from one of the empty caissons, he started to the rescue, rode straight into
a salvo of shrapnel, and was annihilated.
The minutes were passing quickly now. They alway do at such times.
Mogul, excited by the wift departure of the other teams, wa tanding erect, pawing the ground and norting at the convulsed rna writhing
in its death-agony out in the open.
Kelly had prung to his feet and wa " tanding to horse .. at Mogul '
head. Even Hobb , who had stood in a lethargy for hours, was cocking his
ears and moving restlessly in his hame .
" There, there, me little b'ys--aisy, aisy, now I" crooned Kelly. "'Ve'll
be goin' soon. Back to the bafry fer us I Back to our own I "
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Truly they were going back to their own-and \' ry
Things were pretty much at a crisis now for tho briglldi r. Th battery,
entirely out of ammunition, had ceased firing.
Th
n my' lin, un·
harassed by the shrapnel fire, burst into on long cr c ndo of piteful,
crackling musketry. The infantry advance had com to a halt, and
its thinning lines were lying belly to earth, unabl to go forward or back·
ward.
The senior sergeant of the reserve, a litt! whit about the mouth,
mounted the drivers of Kelly's caisson and tho 0 of one of the empty cai"
sons. As Kelly swung into the saddle and glanced back at the one loaded
caisson trailing behind, a thrill of enthu ia m ran through him which ex·
tended itself to his mount, and Mogul threw his weight into the collar, eager
to be off.
The sergeant mounted and rode up to KeH . .. I'm goin' ahead with
the empty caisson and draw their fire. When yez ee the first alvo fired,
ride like hell and beat it across before they kin" git in th' next one. Good
luck to yez, Kelly. Forr'd march!" And the empty cai son rolled out into
the open, the drivers lashing their animals into a gallop.
One hundred yards, two hundred, almost three hundred, and then, i01Ul·
taneously with the distant boom, boom, boom of the enemy's artillery, came
the near-by crash of the exploding shrapnel.
Kelly locked not to see what had h appened to the courageous ergeant
and his empty caisson. He dared not. But, calling over hi shoulder to
~he wheel and swing drivers , .. Now all together, b'ys I .. he dug bis spurs
mta Mogul's flanks and laid the whip, blow after blow, over the off-horse's
;uarters, and. they were off out into the dust and moke from the la t volley.
here were rifle-buHets crackling overhead and cuttin" up little patches of
the turf at th'
t but a nfle-bullet
.
elr fee;
could not stop0 a aalloping horse at
that .range . It wa. s th e dea dl y shrapnel they were racIDg
. bto beat.
The ,:heel-~rlver suddenly dropped his reins and pitched down between
hi s gallopmg pror boun d
.
Ie,
, c e up an d down for a moment on the hmber-po
th
en fell on through to the earth
Thev• were mo'
t ' The SIX
. horse all up in their collars, WI·th
t
vmg f
as now.
·

~acest stret~hed taut, were leading out in wild' rapid lunges their bellies

~ mas ~razlDg the shrapnel-spattered grass . Behind the heav; caisson with

s preCIOUS load swung and I h d .
'
h 1
and now t· I .
urc e like a drunken thina now on one VI ee
en Ire y In the air.
e'
There were three hundred
.
yards yet to make before they would sWIDg
around into th fro dl
len
were working :ast
shelter of th~ little hill, but the enemy's gunn~rs
whistling s ff d .
.ot far over their heads there came a sudden weird
, nu e out In a sh
. nnd
lash fell forw d
arp explosion, and Kelly dropping reUlS .,..
,
ar on Mogul'
k h'
•,
. . the
animal. He thought
s nec , IS arms instinctively gnpPUlg
shoulder untl'l h
someone had hit him with a baseball bat on the left
,
e saw SOm thin
at 1
Th
e
g red pouring in great sheets over the ee
collar of his h~rs
Hobbs no l~
fenl~elly stopped thinking and seeing forever.
,
ger ee Ing a pressure on the lash of his bridle, tried kI
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swerve to the right. He smelled water that way.
Mogul smelled water
Straight
also, but there was something stronger than water calling him.
ahead of him was the line of guns, and his eyes were on Number One, thc
old First Section piece he had hauled for so niany years. He could see the
gunner now, the chief of the section also. He knew them; they would give
him water. In fanc~' he could hear the signal for limbering up, and he threw
still more of his strength, all of his strength, every atom of it, into his
gallop; for he was going back to his own. Thus he held his mate in, and,
unguided by the hand of man, raced straight to the one place where of all
places in his life he was most wanted. And the gun crews danced and yelled
with delight as the race neared its finish.
Fifty yards straight: ahead was a big clump of bushes, and upon this
patch of shrubbery a gunner of the enemy's battery, a mile and a half away,
had laid the sights of his gun. 'l'his same gunner held his fire until he
judged the flying team was about four carriage-lengths from it.
Then he
snapped the firing gear, and six seconds later his shrapnel exploded a. hundred
yards in front of it, and the resulting hail of leaden slugs tore through it in
a great cone of death.
Just why Mogul did it, no one in the battery ever knew; but the swingdriver who lived to talk about itllater, and the rest of the battery who saw
the thing happen out there in the open, say that when Mogul, racing straight
on III path that would carry him close by this bush, came within a few yards
of it, he suddenly gave a snort of terror, and, with arched tail and dilated
nostrils, swung well off from his path and circled the bushes, carrying the
whole team and the carriage with him well out of the cone of the shrapnel
burst which had come at this instant. The swing-driver did not know why
But we who know of the old willow bush by the river bank
he did this.
could tell, if we chose.
A few seconds later the team swept into the shelter of the hillock and
up in rear of Number One gun, into the hands of a score of yelling, dancing
cannoneers; and Mogul, panting in short, spasmodic sobs, came to a standstill, gazed piteously at all the familiar faces for a brief second, and then
sank to the earth, his legs crumpling under him; for the half-spent shrapnel
case had torn its way through one of his flanks, and Kelly, clinging in a
death-grip to his neck, fell with him.
But there were other things to do right then; so all they did was to cut
the traces. Eager hands were tearing open the caisson door and dragging out
those long brass cases that were to save the brigadier.
Again the sheets of flame danced and darted along the front of the battery; the infantry line came to life, and things happened quickly. A far
as the eye could pierce the dust and bluish haze that hung over the napping muskets, there came the glitter of bright steel as bayonet left it scabThe harsh rattle redoubled it elf for a
bard and leaped to the muzzle.
moment, then suddenly cea ed altogether. Came a prolonged cheer and
the rush of many feet, more cheers, the crashing of heavy bodies and the
rasp of metal, and the bridge-head was carried!
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An aide-de-camp came galloping into th unUery . 'fh uri ndil'r hud
tasted blood and was fierce for morc. Th unlt 'r) wu ' 10 mo\' rllpidly to
a new position and open fire on the l' tiring en In ,
Lying half buried in the du t, Mogul h ord th hrill \ hi tl f the cap,
tain sounding the" Attention I "-heurd u th ugh fllr, fur off tho buglecall for the battery to limber up . H hard th tromp of hoof tl1ul the
crunching of the wheels as the limbers bore pot him, trotting up to tll gun~;
heard the bumping of the lunette a the gun trl iI w r hooked up; heaN
the hoarse command of the captain," 'annon or mount, double clion,
pieces by he left Bank, TROT I "
He lifted his head and opened his gin sy 0 e , tri d to ri,
omething
behind was holding him down. H e truck on ril. at. hi wounded Bank
with his black, swollen muzzle. 'l'ho bnttery wo moving DOW_ Again the
guns were going away' and leaving him behind, ju t a they hod done that
forenoon when they formed for action. No, h would not be left this time!
He rose up on his forelegs , pawing madly and dra~ging him elf toward the
moving column. Why could he not get loose? \Vh re wa Kelly?
As the Fifth Section swept pu L, a cllnnone r , huddl d on tho cui~bUn
chest, turned to his chief and yelled: .. Gol'd A'mi hty, argo, look at old
Kelly, dead as hell, an' Mogul with his innard all hot out, a-tr in' ter foller
th' bat'ry I ..
The sergeant looked, hesitated ; then,
ing that the khaki-covered
b~ck o~ th~ junior lieutenant was di appearing in the du t wid nhead,
remed m hIS horse, slipped out of the addle and trodc toward the truggling animal, drawing his revolver from its hoI ter as he went. It was a
dangerous thing to leave 01 battery like this on the battle-field, even for a
moment; but the sergeant had followed it guidon for many years, and
Mcgul was dear to him.
The proud leader of the First Section whinnied with deJi..,ht. a the maD
approached.
C

The man Swore under his breath and gritted his teeth a he drew back
lhe hammer of his weapon.
As t~e heavy leaden slug tore through the frontul bone Mogul's head
feII heavily to the earth
dil
' a scarIet stream spurted from the' rent an d 'IV as
ra;e 'Yt1api;d up by the dust, a convulsive shudder ran over him, and he
th q~le. 'd ~ was a colt now once again, back in the sun-kis ed meadow, by
froe nversl
t he'10 old MiSSOur\,' Now he wa drinking !l1'eat long mou thfuls
m e sprlDg-fed brook
d 1 .
<>'
N 'IV he
was gall '
,an sp aslling along the gravellv bed.
0
snortin oPlD g ?ve: the acres of glorious clover, knee-deep: Now he wall
d
g an
glades of
th ClrcllDg the will ow bu h and on, on, through the coo,I .-ell
6·-~
early days e ~~~e~ an~ into the beyond-that great my terious beyond of bit
there w ,wI lC ay Just the other side of the oak and maple grove, wbefe
as a ways more cool
1
~
timothy, great hills of c
, runnmg water, more pastures of cover .
heaven he gall d
orn and mountains of oats-on, on into the bortIl
ope .
Mogul had come back to h'18 own I
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DIRECTION AND POSITION-FINDING
BY RADIO.
By

MAJOR

L. ARCHER, Army Signal Corps.

HE many attempts during the past couple. of years to fly the Atlantic
have focussed attention on the unreliability of existing air navigational
instruments, and the necessity for supplementing them with something which will replace the compass when it no longer acts in a
normal fashion.
Ordinarily a pilot depends mainly on observation for his direction. This
is reliable enough when flying over familiar or well-charted land, but is of
little value when over the trackless ocean or virgin-forest. What then is the
solution? Colonel Fitzmaurice furnishes the answer: "Had the Bremen
been equipped with wireless we could have checked our position and flown
straight to New York."
An effort will he made in the following pages to answer the natural
query: How can the position of a radio station be found by radio? In brief,
the answer is: By making use of a certain type of aerial system. I shall
endeavour to explain this system and its operation as simply as possible.
It is essential that the reader should form a mental picture of a radio
wave. It consists of electric and magnotic lines of force, the former being
at right angles to the surface of the earth (i.e., perpendicular) and the latter
at right angles to the former (Le., horizontal to the earth's surface). Visualise a sheet of netting consisting of an in£nite number of upright wires,
crossed at right angles by an equal number of similar wires, and you have
the wave front of a radio wave, viewed, at any particular point on its path.
These lines of force change their value alternately-that is, they change from
a positive to negative value at a certain frequency. In this article we will
consider only the magnetic lines of Iorce. Now the direction of propagation of waves is in straight lines radiating from the transmitting station, and
this direction is at right angles to both the magnetic and electrie lines of
force. A radio wave is assumed to travel with its "feet on the earth." The
electric and magnetic forces in a wave, though constant in "position"-vertical and horizontal-vary in intensity, i.e., they start at zero, rise to a maximum (positive) value, fall to zero, rise to a maximum (negative) value, and
fall to zero again. Graphically this can be repre ented by a s.ine curvo.
One of the elementary principles of electro-magnetism is, that when a
conductor is cut by magnetic lines or force an electro motive force (E.M.F.)
is induced in the conductor.
The value of this E.M.F. depends on the
number of lines of force cutting the conductor and the rate at which they
cut it. Thus, if 100,000,000 lines of force cut a conductor in one second, an
E.M.F. of one volt will be induced in the conductor, and 80 on in direct proportion. Another elementary principle i that if the line of force change
their value the induced E.M.F. will change its direction.
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Now it follows from the foregoing that if a vertical aerial be placed in
the path of a radio-wave an E.M.F. will be induced in the aerial. This induced E .M.F. will vary as the magnetic lines or force (field) in the wave
varies, and will be proportional to the rate at which the field cuts the aerial.
It will, therefore, be seen that this E.M.F. is alt rnating and of the same
frequency as the wave passing the aerial, and it is important to note that the
induced E.M.F. is in phase with the magnetic field, being at n maximum
value when the field is at a maximum and at zero when the field is at zero.
It is desirable at this point to describe n method by which the receiving
or radiating power of an aerial in different dircctions may be represented by
a curve. The method makes use of .. polar co-ordinate." In Fig. I, let
/'II
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Fig. 1.
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" 9 .. is received, at " g .. strength " 7," at " h " strength " 5," at .. i "
strength "6," at " j " strength " 7," at " k" strength "7," at .. 1 "
strength " 4," at " a " strength " 6," at .. b " strength " 8," at " c "
strength " 9," and at " d " strength " 10." The resultant curve will then
represent the radiating power of the aerial" 0." In like manner the receiving power of the aerial" 0 " could be plotted on a similar cm-ve. From
what has already been written if the aerial be perfectly vertical, and the
earth equally conducting in all directions, then the E.M.F. induced in the
wire will be the same for equal intensities of the wave no matter from what
direction the wave strikes the aerial. The signal strength will therefore remain constant, and the " Polar curve " of such an aerial will then be a
curve dra.wn through the extremities of equal radii from a point representing
the aerial. In other words it will be a circle.
Let us now consider reception in a frame aerial.
(It should be noted

Fig. 2.
that an aerial is tuned to the incoming wave, by means of capacity ond inductance). A frame aerial usually consists of a square or triangular closed
loop of one or more turn of wire, erected with its plane vertical. Capacity
- 8 variable condenser, and inductance, two eparate coils-are inserted in
the base member of the aerial. The inductance i pJit into two coil in
order to pre erve the symmetry of the circuit.
In Fig. 2 we a sume uch loop supported above the ground with it plane
pointing in the direction of propagation of the wave. We will only con ider
here the eRE-ct on the fram , of the magn tic compon nt of th wave. If
we a ume the wllve i moving from right to IE-ft, i. ., in th direction of the
arrow, it will be een that neith r the ide" BC " nor the id "AD" are
cut by the magn tic field because they lie along the direction of propagation
of the wave. On the other hand the ide
D " and" AB " are cut b
Of
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the field because they are in effect two \'l'rticlII Ill'rilll.
E. L}(' will,
therefore, be induced in them, the mognitud !4 lind dir \ ti n of whioh will be
governed by the intensity ond direotion of th fi Id t n in tnt. Now if
the E.M.F.'s in each of these vertical id or quol. but l op . it direc·
tion round the frame, no current will flow b Cllll. C th oPPO ing ourrents
cancel each other. These are the exoct conditions which xi. t wh n the
plane of the frame is broadside on to the direction of propng tion of the
wave, because both vertical sides of the frame or being cut t the orne
moment, and the E.M.F. 's in these side oPPO e Ilnd C nc I ach other. If
they are unequal though of opposite direction , 1\ current of a value equal to
the difference between the opposing current will 60w. If the two currents
are of the same direction round the frame, the re uHant current in the frame
will be the sum of the two currents. It mu. t be r m(.'mb red thot the
E.M.}'. is alternating.

Fig. 3.
If we study the ' .
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in a vertical aerial and can be graphically represented by the curves shown
in Figure 4, where the dotted curve shows the induced E.M.F.
Now if we turn to Fig. 5, where we take the heavy line" AB " to represent in plan the plane of the frame and rotate the frame through 360
degrees, we can calculate the number of lines of force in the incoming wave
cutting the frame in each different position shown by the dotted lines, and
from this we can plot the Polar curve represented in Fig. 6 by a figure of
eight.
From these diagrams it will be seen that maximum cutting of lines of
force and therefore maximum strength of signals occurs when the plane of
the frame is in the direction of propagation of the incoming wave, and minimum cutting of lines of force and therefore minimum strength of signals
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when the plane of the frame is broadside on to the direction of propagation
of the incoming wave. Now it will be observed from Fig. 5 that maximum
strength of signals occurs at 360 degrees and at 180 degrees, and that mini·
mum signal strength occurs at 90 degrees and 270 degrees. The problem
then to solve is: Does the transmitting station lie on the S60 degree bearing
or on the 180 degree bearing? This problem is the determination of "sense"
or absolute direction, and is dealt with in the following manner.
We have seen that the polar diagram or curve of 8\ vertical aerial i a
cirole, and that the polar diagram of 8 frame aerial i a figure of eight or
two tangential circle , one positive and the other negative. Now if in con·
diagram
junotion with the frame we use a vertical aerial we can plot
giving the polar curve of both aerial as boWD in the dotted line in Fig. 7.
In this case it has been 118 umed that the elf ct due to the maximum curl)
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tion of the transmitting station with absolute accuracy. On the contrary, a
slight variation of minimum signals is more easily detected, and D.F. apparatUB is so designed that the direction of a transmitting station is plotted by
using the zero point where no signals are received. A notable exception to
this rule is the Robinson D.F. system used on aircraft where engine noise,
~tc., renders audible signals essential.
For various technical reasons it is undesirable to use a small frame forD.F. work, and it is obvious that the rotation of a large frame presents many
difficulties. It is obvious that bearings on enemy stations during war must
G

c

L

Fig. 6.
be taken rapidly and accurately n the period of tran mi ion may be very
brief. Similarly with aircraft owing to its rapid movement. In lik man ner rapidity and accuracy are es ential for hipping purposes. The Marconi
Bellini Tosi system which i exten ivel used for es and air navigation purpcses makes use of large triangular fixed aerial placed at right angles to
each other, and aligned . . and E.W. Conn c d to th
are two small
fixed coils which are al at right ongl to ach oth r, and which hav h ir
pI n coincident with th pI n of th t. 0 fix d ri 1 . Within tb
two
coil i a third Totatable coil known a h
arch coil. This third coil i
connected to the receiver. If w 8 um in ig. 8 th
h 8 roigh lin
AAI , BBI are the fix d frame 8 ri I nd tb t the coil" .. and "b are
th fixed coil wh
plane Ii in th
m plan a h fix d rial , then
from whot h previou ly be n
if the dir eli n of propagation of on
It
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rotatable
incoming wave is AAI maximum signals will be receive d when the
since
coil,
"
a
••
the
of
plane
the
coil is iurned with iis plane coincident with
a"
..
the
in
d
induce
be
ihe E.M.F. induced in the fixed aerial will also
incom·
the
of
n
directio
coil and again in the rotatable coil. Similarly if the
lies any·
ing wave is BBl. If, however, the direction of the incomi ng wave
AAI
both
in
.
where between the two fixed aerials it will produce an E.M.F
con·
these
and .BBI the strength of which will depend upon the field cutting
nt of the
ductors (see Fig. 5). This induced E.M.F . will equal the resulta
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is r0hvo E.M.F .'s induced in the two frame aerials . If the search coil
. g ...8,e
.
l'
1
·
·t
until
inCOlntD
tated
the
of
1 8 pane les In the directio n of propag ation
•
thia resultant E.M.F . will be induced in the searcD coil, and we therefore
is knO~
&ecure the bearing of the transmittmg' station . This arrange ment II'
. TOIl
.
&II a .. radi
ogQDUneter," and is the fundam ental basis 01 the Be IDl
n .F. .,lItem.
~.
~e DoW come to the questioD of the actual operation of the D.F.
cJirtCu-r
A ship at lie d .
a esJrous of aseertaining its positio n will c811 !lP a shore
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finding station and ask for its position. This shore station will proceed to
take a bearing on the ship, which will transmit signals continuou Iy. At
the same time the shore station will instruct a second D.F. station to take
bearing!; on the ship. 'rhe bearings taken by the second station will immediately be transmitted to the first shore station where the two bearings will be
plotted on a. chart and thus the actual position of the ship is fixed. This position will be communicated to the vessel. Normally, at least two stations are
required to fix the position of any other station whether on sea, in the air, or
• 10

.1J'

'-----------~~

,,'
.8.
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located at the posit,ions marked respeotively. 1. 2. 3 and 4. The vessels may
lie anywhere within the shaded' areas enolosed by the bearings. It will be
noted that this area steadily deoreases as the angl of intersootion of the
bearings more nearly approaohes ninety degrees. Now if at the point" C
a third D.F. station is operating. the area of error is oonsiderably reduced as
shown in Fig. 10. FoIl this reason it! is oustomary to make u e of three
D.F. stations. Pulliam. Lympne and Croydon work in conjunotion for the
aerial services to and from England and the Continent.
II

Fig. 9.
Direction.finding a
operator taki b . pparatus oan be used from ships and aircraft. the
ng eanngs on t r
d
plotting these be .
s a Ions the position of whioh is known. an
advantage of the =~ on. a ohart. As regards airoraft this has the dis'
a akiUed o""-tor Oeb ~elght of the apparatus and the neoessity of carrying
~D.
n~~
f
IelOplanea. or ainhi
y soan only be done with the larger typeS?
~. It haa adva!:~ge;~e ~raotioe. ~herefore. is not normally adopted 1D
~ bombers as't
urmg war-tIme. say in the employment of long·
1nYi_
•
1 enables
"I to ascertain his whereabouts WI"thout
,,-._ away his position
a Plot

ADow.er

"

method adopted f

"

or use with aircraft is known as the .. Wing
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coil" system.
This makes use of the knowledge to which reference has
already been made that if the plane of a loop or fmme aerial is broadside to
the direction of propagation of a radio wave no signals will be received. The
loop or frame aerial in this case is wound along the front of the top and
bottom wings, so that when the nose of the machine is pointing to the trans·
mitting station the frame is broadside on to the direction of propagation of

Fig. 10.
the wave. In this positicn no ignaIs are receive~ and the mac~iDe i 80wn
head on to the tatioo.
hould ignal be heard It become obvtou. that. the
machine has gone oft her course, nd mu t again be turn h d on to th
station.
advised to con·
Tho e anxious to study this ubject in grea r de·l
sult .. Direction and Position Finding by Wirele ," by R. Keen, B.L .•
A.M.I.E.E .• published by the Wireles Press. Ltd.
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THE CELTS.
By L. S. GOGAN, M.A., F .RS .A.I.
N the course of the following articles I propose to di CUS!! variou aspects
of the problem called Celtic, endeavouring to By om thin g of the origins
of the Celts, their rise and expansions, and their ultimate collapse in front
of Roman civilisation and German barbarism. In the pre ent article I
will discuss the various theories of origin held by differen t archaeologists or
rather prehistorians of modern times. I say prehistorian s, for the science
of prehistory is rapidly crystallising out as a separate branch of the science
of archaeology, and while the archaeologist concerns him elf with material
and authentic facts, the prehistorian concerns himself with t he deductions
drawn from a study of the archaeological data. H e writes the story" of
the finds.
From the scientific point of view this is often a fruitle s labour, as the
sequel will indicate. Before proceeding, however, to set forth the various
theori~ of ~, it will be well to set down certain necessar y axioms. Be·
fore discussmg the Celts it will be useful to know who and what the Celts
are or were. In the light of the classical reference to the Celts evidence of
~~t class, It
. must be conceded that we have here t o deal with
' a branch
of th.e Nordic r~. Anthropologists are now agreed (more or less) in pos·
tula~ the eXIStence at a remote date-let us say the beginning of the
Neolithic Age, i.e., 4000 B.c.-of five main races, population-groups marked
oIf .~m each other by various distinctive physical and psychological charac·
tenstlc8 , and the denva
. t'Ion fro m these in varying proportions of the ch'Ie f
peoples
of
historic
and
.
. of to- day.
The Nordi'
.
proto-histo·
nc tImes
as well as the natlOns
Mediterra: IS ~olichooephalic (long-skulled), tall , of light colouring. The
fonner ' ean 18 also dolichocephalic but short, with dark colouring. The
pe
IS :robably a specialised form of the latter both are the true Eurod t~y h;ve their racial hinterland in Afri~a. The Alpine is brachyNordics ~:M:ite:ort. The race e.ven. to-day. forms a wedg~ be~ween th~
cephalic, tall and d aneans. The Dmanc (AdrIatic or Anatolian) IS b~achY
Baltic who i 1
In a. corresponding position to the North IS the
geogra'phical :~tl rachycephalic but short and fairish.
The racial and
fusion began, no ~ a~d of the brachycephalics is obviously Asia. Intercoming more gen ~ t, as early as the Mesolithic or Middle Stone-Age, bethe1ass, although e~ ba.~the metabolism of Europe became more rapid, never'0 the present
n (~were ~roduced, the basic types persisted as they do
origin). By the en:d f t~t thIS ooIds good for types of even more rema:
~al and the B l~' e Palaeolithic, brachycephals had already reseb
tnaiJa brachyeephal . at IC,. at which date we may place the beginning of the
m ruslOIl
TheGertnanic and Celti.
'--_
. . at
....,.. rephIIe1ltar
c peoples were in Roman times the prtDell'
f
~ter-~ of t~es tOh the Nordic race in Europe-Nordic with 8t~
tieD .
e er groups varymg
. with their geograpbical di 8 tribU-

I

II

ee:li:"

:k.

da;

°
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The evidence for the admixture does not, however, comc from the classical writers who become for our purposes vocal about the end of the 6th
'fhis evidence is derived from archaeological sources; cemecentury B.C.
teries both of the first (or Hallstatt) and second (La Tene) period of tho
early Iron Age show mixed races. It is a justifiable inference that largo
portions of the Alpine and Mediterranean peoples (Ligurians, Iberians, etc.)
became digested as the Celtic people expanded, and while preserving their
physical characteristics, became Celticised in speech, garb and religion. In
fact such admixture is almost an essential for national expansion and the
career of conquest.
Similarly we may well imagine that in the Nordic
magma of northern Germany, and especially north-eastern .. Germany,"
the Baltic element, as to-day in southern Germany and Austria, the Dinaric
element, was present in considerable strength.

Dialtram showing approximately tbe various " cradle " aijpl d to the Celt.
before 1800 • .0.
1. Mid-N. W. Europe: Palaeolithic Age; ~Ionteli.UJ..
.
2_ Alpine Zone : Palaeo-(SoJutrean), fOlIO-, N.ooI~tblC Aa ; Rlpl y.
3. Region betwoon Danube and N_ a: Neohtb1G . A~; Jobann .
4. France-Alpine Zone-Au tria : Neo-, CkalcohtblC
Zo nkeramik
(BeakeR); Rademacher.
.
. .
5. Middle Danube Region: Neolitbjc (bAck to Paleolithte P) A : Dandle ramik ;
Scbuchhardt_
. .
"
6. Thuringia (from Doneb Yalley) : • 'eo-, Cba~ol!tblC; hnurk ramlk ; Clnlde.
7. England from Rhine Region: Neo-, C~)c()btbtc
; Abercromby.
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Joinino the two lines of anthropological evidcnc then ~
atb r that the
Gelts we;e in the main a Nordic people with strong Alpin and M dit rranean
ingredients. The Aquitanians, for instance, were in 8 8r' timo. 11 fully
Celticised people who were in the main Medit rran an b r c. It I clear,
therefore, that we cannot accept Ripley' identification of th
eUic PCO?l6
with the Alpine race, even though the main line of the former' expan Ion
did happen to coincide with the terrain occupied {rom early times by the
latter. The classical, and indeed the archaeological evidences are against
that.
Having established one fixed point, we must have et another-a more
important one still-for anthropologically the Celts anrl Germans might be
ranked as one, with the possible distinction that the former were fair (fionn)
and the latter reddish. A cultural distinction is necessary, and while reo
ligion, art, and law might offer such as we require, the most valuable of all
is that offered by language. Owing to the absence of in criptions and other
literary documents, we know very little of the language of the Celt of early
iimes, very little except disconnected words, chiefly personal or local names,
and even these are, for the most part, subsequent to the Roman invasion. Of
~U:Se we ~ave the extensive material proffered by Welsh and Irish-the sur·
VlVlng CeltiC languages-on which to build but their full value for our pur·
pose still remains to be exploited. Most lingUists hold that in the scheme
of Aryan languages Celtic is more nearly related to the Latin group than to
t~e Ger~an.. In vie~ of the strong gutturality of Irish alone I greatly ques·
bon the jUstICe of this conclusion .•
It ~uffices to say. that the Celts had a distinctive language, and we have
the te~hm.ony of Cicero that it was both euphonious and expressive. The date
at which It material' d
. ...
.
_.oJ. of
th
Ise as a separate lingUistiC entity must remam pill.
" e gt~era~ problem of all the Aryan languages. The situation of the original
nun
of cont roversy. The tendency of German an thlOP<>10·
. t IS still a. matter
.
gil 8 to place It m the N rdi
It is
pari of th
.
0
c zone, I look upon, as arrant nonsense.
aDd others~ superIor Nordic theory of Gobineau, Gunther, ChiIde (Aryans)
. tSince writin~ the bo I
r
tlOn (Ven~es Langu a ve have come across the following valuable genera IS~extent I~ic, h~ve a oo~de~' bF): Thus Celtic and Germamc, and, ~ a c~~~
~matlCal structure howe a e number of common terms. From the vleWJl?!I1 intllllately related. Th~
ver, ~he8e. three languages are very far from ~I!lg
~1t~QCb ~ that certai~°;tho~og!cal hnks between Celtic and Italic are lDt1t!t::
f Ie unIty. The gramm t" 0 ogJsts have maintained the hypothesis of aD;
t
.::. that of ~)tic and if~ !Cal st.ructure of Germanic however is very dlffere\
of
eq~al res~mblance IraC~l~!u.slespec~ it approximates t~ Italic, .in lothi\i:n
voc.bal . dlver8 languages do IC av:on~c. In. short, the m~rphologlca re ilieir
anea.
not COIncIde WIth the relatIOns between
To which I
II an etb 1 -. need only add th at .t .
unts
.... 't nO'''I!.lcal factor V b I 1 • IS the morphological distinction that c~
thabft~~ tEhe a!lglicis~tio:;'f anehs change their face with astonillh!nhg tM
.~ .
n~18b of to-day andeni and the Americanisation of Engbs ortic.I
whlcb the:· I!~ally a constan <! two hundred years ago. The gramma on
to my .wa_~~IQCbon of race is b !dlust . as are the physiological pheno~ena lue
-llIlnlon of " Celt."
as. It 18 these two stable factors that gIve va

u.:

F
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Having fixed on two constants one looks about in vain for others. Thc
art of the fully developed Celtic people does not aid us very much. In view
of the scope of this preliminary inquiry it is doubtful if this or any analogous
cultural phenomenon can be considered" especiaUy in view of the chronological difficulties. I mean the date of the first crystallisation of the Celtic
people as such, which might naturally be assumed to coincide with the
appearance of Celtic as a separate language. However" psychological characteristics are often very deeprooted and persistent, and we may see, perhaps
il'l their aniconism their strongest ties with the norlihern and north-western
Bronze Age, and especially the latter, seeing that the close spiral forms so
comparatively rare an adjunct to their evolved decorative art.
It can be seen that in the preceding section I have been leading up to
what is the most difficult side (or rather sides) to this problem: (a) the
approximate date to which the earliest appearance of Celts on the European
stage may be ascribed, and (b) the area in which this event occurred. Concurrently (c) there arises the question of their culture in the particular epoch
and area still t{) be determined.
The number of theories on this subject is embarrassing, but it is useful
In passing it is well to make it clear that in
all cases the theorists are or have been amongst the leading names in European archaeology. In Ireland we are apt to take a .. name " as sufficient
guarantee of validity. The following will show that a critical attitude is the
best one to adopt, at any rate, in reference to the purely prehistorical side of
arohaeology.
to set some of them down here.

In 1922 Oscar Montelius, one of the supermen of the science, in the
course of a brief address to the Society of Antiquaries of London, on the subject of the supposed palaeolithic inhabitants of Scandinavia (a question not
dissimilar to the Irish palaeolithic) he propounded the remarkable theory
that during the thousands of years that elapsedt after the Ice Period, the
inhabitants of western and eastern Europe, like the inhabitant of the Scandinavian countries and northern Germany, all being de cendants of the
tribes living in the Ice Period, have by a most natural evolution, and 8S a
consequence of living under different circumstances, become Celtic in the
West, Germanic in the North, and Slavonic in the East.
Unfortunately for this theory, with is implication that the race of
Europe maintained a state of passivity up to historic time , there i from the
l!'rench, German, Italian and South Rus ian spheres the most distinct evidence of strong back and forward movements of race with the neces arily
resultant creation of peoples (mixed race) and development of separate
culture complexes. More particularly doe it omit to take account of the
necessity for migration imposed by increasing population or by the profound
effects of climatic changes, change of which we have the most positive in.
dication on all fronts. It also ignore the fact that uch important move·
ments as the Celtic the Roman and the German were, mu t themselves
have been reactions ~o pressure Qt equal cogency t<l those which they them-
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selves set up, and which we know from hi~tory th y did
up, producin u
fresh crop of reactions. Not that I deny th prob bility f tho xi t nc in
all the important race-or people-centres of a definit indig DOU 0 n tnt.
The Celtic expansions must have been due to om int rn I or t rn 1 pr sure. Men and races are, as a rule, inert and indi po d to oh n unl
a stimulus of some Idnd is applied. A theor., ther fore, which will place
the origin of the Celts in the twilight of the old wne Age will be diffioult to
accept. It will be no less so if that mo tinter ting ph
very properly
called the Mesolithic or Middle Stone Agc, when We tern humanity seem
to have been passed through a sieve, be oited in this regard-and 80 far it
has almost escaped.
Ripley-the American anthropologist-a I mentioned above, definitely
On anthropological
identified the Celtic people with the Alpine race.
grounds it has already also been suggested that thi raoe repre ent the result of a movement from an Asiatic hinterland. Their arrival in large numbers seems to synchronise with the dawn of the ~eolithic Age, with itl!
polished stone implements, and the previously unknown art of potterymaking, weaving, agriculture, and cattle-breeding.. I do not suggest that
~r all of these gifts were brought from Asia. It i not improbable. But
It WIll be agreed that movement, wars, interfusion probably led to an in~e~ stimulation of man's cerebral activities, producing rapidly the advance
mdicated. It is necessary for the sake of perspective to understand that
the Neolithic culture had hardly been well established in Europe when the
Near .East had already entered on the use of metal (copper, gold, eto.). As
mentIoned previously, this Alpine people created a wedge between the Meditcrraneans and Nord'ICS and must, to have produced the raCIal
· effects
·t
I d'd
I
produce, have remained homogeneous and distinct for a long period. Their
~t~IOgical characteristics have already been given. They do not coinCIde WIth those. of the Celts at their first entry into hiswry, and we must
~naequentl1 reJect the identification. Nevertheless it is not unlikely that
I did bring with them seeds of the Aryan language To Pittard and
B ese folk
roes a so, both distingui h d t h '
. .
It re
one (Pittard R
. sean ropologlsts, the Alpmes and Ce s a
, ace and History, pp. 82, 90).
We are, however not d
d
.W
that the C It
'
epen ent on a mere anthropologist for the VIe
(Alt-E
e s were alread! an actuality in the Neolithic Age. Schuchhar~t
(ve88el::rt~ ~. ~) a~soCJates the culture characterised by the Bandkerarnik
tbe late Neolit~: ~r :~on.de~ratiOn) with the early Celts. This cultureo!
feeling that the rat~' as Its ~Ivot on the middle Danube, and one has the
the shores of thO . er generally accepted view that the Celts emerged on
. IS nver, using 't f
th"
t . reIlODIible for thi"
.
I or , ell' expanSIOn east and wes , IS
•
lS conclUSIon
H th
h C Its
1ft Sou~ German
nd
'.
e, erefore, places the cradle of t e e
Y a Austna, attributes to them equally the Hallstatt and

:my

·llrIIda
-riGd
of the
OId1ee1lhalic folk had alread
appear 1ritb~ne Age (France En~ ~n) etrated Europe in the penultima~ bU.
Wider eUell8ion in the M~ , are absent during the next perl ,

or.

Iddle Stone Age (Aziltan, etc.).
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La T~me cultures, whose roots, he says, pass through the Bronze Age, and
are buried in this Bandkeramik culture of the late Stone Age. One thing
leads to another, and so we are not surprised to find him expressing it as his
view, albeit with caution, that the differentiation into Celt and German took
place in the Palaeolithic. Here we find a certain coincidence with the
Montelian theory. But the regions are different! Kretschmer holds that
the Celts and Germans were the core of Indo-Germanism. If all our distinguished authorities are right-where are we? Indo-Germanism, IndoEuropeanism and Aryanism are different names for the same idea. K. F.
Johann in his map (Ebert, art. Nordischer Kreis) allots about 75 per cent. of
Germany from the North Sea to the Danube to his Stone Age Celts. On
the same map the mysterious Aryans appear in Central Russia!
Some of the most important generalising contributions to Continental
archaeology and prehistory in recent times have been made by Gordon
Childe, Abercrombie Professor in Glasgow University; his Dawn of European Civilisation and The Aryans are amongst these. He too is not afraid to
face the question of a pre-Iron Age origin for the Celtic people. He, however, selects the folk whose culture is denoted by the class of pottery called
Schnurkeramik (cord-decorated pottery), and by battle-axes of polished stone
perforated for hafting, whose centre of dispersal he places in Thuringia,
He too projects his
ultimately deriving them from the Donetz Valley.
selected culture through the Bronze Age and makes it the precursor of the
Hallstatt culture, the first of the Iron Age cultures. Besides the fact that
the Schnurkeramik folk have 8 different locale to the Bandkeramik folk
there is a difference in age, the former belonging to the close of the Stone
and the beginning of the Metal Age. Aberg and Kossinna also support the
Schnurkeramik identification. It may be well to add that the Band- and
Schnur-keramik folk are recognised as Nordics, but of variant types.
Lord Abercrombie, writing in 1902, ale<> selected that period for the
appearance of the Celts, whom he considered the originators of the Beaker
Culture that appeared in England about that time (Bronze Age Pottery, p.
201). Unfortunately for the theory, the anthropological test rules it out,
since the Beaker Folk of England were for the most part roundheads and
apparently a branch of the Dinaric race from E. Central Europe, whose
migrations led them to S. France and the Pyrenees to the head of the Rhine
and thence to England. Childe sees in the Beaker Folk a mixed people, t\
blend of the Thuringian battle-axe people who, moving eastward to the
Rhine, combined with " Prospectors ". and crossed to Britain (Aryans, p.
176), Others of them, according to the same writer, invaded witzerland
and became the progenitors of the Hallstatt people.
Rademacher writing in Ebert's Reallexikon (Kelten) deals somewhat
His proto-Celt , towards the close of the
similarly with Celtic origins.
Stone Age, inhabited the whole region from Central France to Bohemia,
-The term is the invention of .Pe.ake (~ronze A!l;e a?1d Celtic World, p. 54).
An.thro{lolo~cally, they seem to coll~ld~ 1nth the Dinanc , culturally, the ame

wnw Identifies them with the lIegahtblC (Dolmen, etc.) people.
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burying their dead in turnuli, an:! making a typ of pot r called Zonenkeramik (zone-decorated pottery). With th ,how v r , h iot rfuse II
portion of the Urn-field folk, a people of Alpine race.
Thi mixed people
t!~tended northwards, westward and ea tward (to Hall tatt), or ating in
these regions in the Bronze Age what he caBs 3n Urk lticum (proto-Celtic
area). It is to be noted that this zoned pottery seem to hay had it origin
in Mediterranean regions, and we may suppo e that it owed it presence in
this area to the spread northwards of a people or peoples of this Southern
stock. It is, therefore, not without interest to find that as far back as 1898
G. Bonsor found it reasonable to claim a Celt a Chalcolithic (Copper
Period) folk inhabiting the hills of Alocras in an angle of the Guadalquivir.
In the presence of such contr!try doctrines it seem futile to discuss any
funt.er the possibility of discovering the Celts as an ethnological entity so
far back as the Neolithic Age, to say nothing of the preceding ages (Mesolithic and Palaeolitbic), and the same must hold for that age of startling
developments the Chalcolithic. It is true that at the critical period, c.
2,(X(' B.C., we do find three separate cultures, and (we may assume) peoples,
th~ Megalithic, Band- and Schnurkeramik groups, concentrated on tke
~ddle Elbe, and that (again assuming) these may well have devoted their
VItal a~d intellectual resources to producing a new burst of progre s, an
energetic movement of conqueRt and civilization.
It scems more natural
to conclude that thill assumed combination did produce the great advance
represented by the Bronze Age of the Nordic Zone but there is no reason
~ lliIIIurning that the people associated with that phase were other than
t~~· Nevertheless, it is interesting to find at this early stage somed~_:t~e t~e necessary conditions for the production of the Celts of our
"1WI lOn, VIZ.
a Nordic poopI e whose language shows strong BOU th ern
affinities'

.

,
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THEMANffiUVREOFBANTRYBAY
(Continued. )
By OOLONEL J. J. O'CONNELL, A.S.l.
CHAPTER IV.

HOCHE'S PLAN OF CAMPAIGN.
HE quite exceptional circumstances surrounding Hoche's Irish Expedition automatically precluded anything in the nature of a cut-andHe had, certainly, a very definite aimdried plan of campaign.
rather than an objective-which aim was to overthrow England: and
With the unhe had formulated a course of action in view of that aim.
avoidable lack of information of an accurate kind as to affairs in both Ireland
and England, any more detailed plan would have been definitely wrong.
INFORMATION AT HOOHE'S DISPOSAL.
The information available for the purpose of drawing up a plan of action
was as follows:(a) General information supplied by the Directory-neither plentiful nor
wholly dependable.
(b) Tone's very complete memoranda invaluably annotated by verbal
contact with the author. Although, of course, Tone had left Irel~nd well over a year before.
(c) Casual items by letters, prisoners, deserters, envoys. Of these, by
far the most important was MacSheehy, who went to Ireland early
in November to announce that the Expedition was about to sail.
(d) A varied assortment of maps of Ireland, England, and even Scotland.
This last exists in full as follows, and is instructive as howing the
full scope of Hoche's enterprise :-

T

INVENTORY OF MAPS GIVEN TO GENERAL HOCHE.
A general map of Ireland.
A map of the Kingdom of Ireland.
A general map of St. George's with directions by Williamson, No. 211.
A new plan of St. George's Channel, by Capt. Huddart (in three sheet ).
A plan of the city and environs of Cork, by Nag.
A new correct plan of the city of Cork.
Six maps of Wales.
A large map of Wales, including the County of Pembroke.
A .. releve " of Dublin, by John Roch .
A plan of the city, harbour, and environs of Dublin . By John Roch .
A tracing of the County of Dorset
A plan of the city of Kilkenny , by John Roch .
A plan of the county of Wicklow, by Jacob Neville.
A map of the county of Kincardine.
A topographical plan of County Louth, by Mathew Vren, 1766.
A map of the County of Viglow (1), by John Ani lie, 1782.

J anuary.
A plan of the town of Newry, in the C<>unty of D own and Armagh.
A map of the town of Antrim, by Lendrick, 1780.
A plan of the district of Lipper Keran ( ?), by J ohn noc h.
Five traced maps of various counties in England.
Received the maps included in above inventory, together with certnin
decrees and instructions of the Directory.
Le general en chef de l'armee des cOtes de l 'Oc~an .

L.

HOCDE.

From the foregoing list it is quite clear that th e expedit ion was not to be
confined to Ireland. If events went favourably, t he inten tion wa to cnrry the
fighting into England. A broad and comprehensive campaign was what was
actually projected.
BROAD SUB-DIVISIONS OF THE CAMPAIGN .

This campaign presented itself to Hoche in three distinct phases in·
timately bound up with one another-although not nil of equal importance,
nor intended to De enacted at the same time. These three phase were the
following: 1. Landing in Ireland and overthrow of English dominion 2n that
country.
2. Organisation of Ireland militarily, and attack on England with Ireland as a baBe.
3. Diversions on English soil in order to facilitate operations in Ireland.
It is only by retaining clearly in our minds that these three are naturally
oo~ple~entary aspects that we can properly grasp the aim underlying cert~ prol~cts--a8 Tate's expedition-which might otherwise appear of queshonable mterest or value.
As.we have said, Roche did not prescribe any detailed way of securing
possessIon
of Ireland'. h e real'Ised
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IS order In fuU, as it was drafted shortly before the expedition
ORDER.

The Expedi .
Brest, 10 Primaire (30 Nov.), an V.
t
Infantrv _Th LI~~ry Army of Ireland is 13,400 strong. It consists of:•.

e "glon des Francs.
The 24th demi-brigade of Light I f t
The 94th demi-brigade of th L' n an ry.
The Gran diers
e me.
The n...... a
and four companies of the 27th doh. of the Line.
Unlnadiers of tb 81 t d b
The cadres
of f
e . s
-. of the Line.
our foreign regiments.
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Cavalry.-Two squadrons of the 6th Regiment of Hussars.
One squadron of the 10th Regiment of Hussars.
Two squadrons of the 12th Regiment of Hussars.
One squadron of the 7th Regiment of Chasseurs a Cheval.
A company of 30 mounted guides.
Artillery.-This consists of one horse company, of detachments of the 3rd,
5th and 8th Regiments, and of one company of Seine-et-Oise.
The Advance-Guard of the army will be commanded by General Lemoine,
who will have under him Generals Gratien, commanding the combined
grenadiers, and Humbert in charge of the Legion.
The squadron of the 10th Hussars and the company of horse artillery
will complete this corps, to which will be attached the Adjutants-General
Gastine and Regnier.
Major Corbineau, of the Legion des Francs, will command the cavalry of
the Advance-Guard.
On coming in sight of land, General Lemoine-having previously given
his instructions to his subordinate commanders-will cause to be taken all
necessary steps for landing the Infantry only. On coming near the shore he
will forthwith land at its head and move to the point which seems most suitable for defence. In order to avoid probable delays from anxiety to get the
full return from the special arm, he will order the officer commanding the
Artillery notJ to wait for guns of heavy calibre, but to join him with such
guns as can be quickest landed. He will take care that the po ition occupied
is such that the guns of the ships can cover his movements.
Once possessed of a secure position, General Lemoine will send out Infantry patrols to reconnoitre the nearest villages. The officers commanding
these patrols will be previously furnished with letters by the particular officer
charged with this service.· They will be directed to bring back, in a large
numbers as possible, such saddle and draught horse as they can find.
The Main Body (Corps de Bataille) will be commanded by General
Grouchy. This body will be composed of the 24th and 94th demi-brigades,
and the squadrons of the 6th and 12th Regiments of Hussars. This general
officer will move at the head of his troops level with the advance-guard: he
will move with speed, but also with good order. Circum tances, and the
nature of the ground cnn alone determine him as to the be t course. On
these will depend whether or not he will take up po ition at some distanc
urely lind
from the advance-guard, so a to cover the landing mor
effectively.
Generals Spital, Watrin and A. Mermet (commanding th cavalry) will
be attached to the main body, and also Adjutant-General L Cat.
In the event of the main body occupying a cond nd di tinct position,
General Grouchy will note that he rou t reconnoitre for himself nd h8ve
horses brought in by the commanders of his patrol. .
General Harty commands the Foreign Brigade.
-Tone?

1

J anuary.
General Richard O'Shee will provi ionolly toke command of the fu ilier
companies of the 27th demi-brigucle. The e troop , along with t he ~und~n
of the 7th Regiment of Chasseur" a Cheval, will form th R erv. which will
be commanded by the senior of the two general office .
The General-in-Chief enunciates the following general principle which
must be strictly observed:1. The Infantry should land as quickly as possible.

2. The Artillery should make certain of reinforcing the Infantry with
some guns (pieces de bataille). (The calibre 4 is preferable for the start).
3. The Cavalry should not be landed until all the Infantry has been.
4. Horses brought in by patrols or offered by t he inhabitants are not to
belong to individuals. They are to be allotted fir t t o gener al and staff
officers, next to the Advance-Guard cavalry-giving officers the pick-after.
wards to the company of artillery. the cavalry units, etc ., etc.
5. Enemy deserters, or inhabitants wishing to enli t and t ake arms will
Dot be kept with the Advance-Guard. They will be ent back to General
~Y who will allot them-if in£antrymen-evenly between the four infantry
regunents under his command, or-if cavalrymen- in the regiment of
Lamoureux.
After the landing and in ordinary marches the park will be placed between the 24th and 94th demi-brigades of infantry' the administrations
(supply units) and ambulances between the Main
a.nd the R eserve.
The~
a number of details impossible to provide for here. The
Genera~-ID-Chlef will either communicate them verbally or will furnish whatever POlDtS have been omitted on the ground
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and fostering of initiative that underlay the military victories of RevoluIn short, it is just what was needed-in the conditions
tionary France.
obtaining.
The present is not a suitable place to consider the probable course of
operations in Ireland; that will come later on. But what may be considered with some profit is the lines along which the military organisation of
Ireland was to be directed with a view to subsequent use.
PROPOSED MILITARY POLICY IN IRELAND.

There are two documents of outstanding interest in this connection-a
memorandum of Hoche to the Directory, dated Paris, 18 messidor (6th July),
1796, and the reply to the same signed by all five Directors. If space were
available it would be desirable to reproduce both documents in extenso, because they give a very clear insight into· the way of treating the poHtical
issues-for the rest, with unusual tact and skill. But for our own purpose
it will suffice to quote the purely military portions. Hoche, in his memorandum, asks for directives as to the policy and manner of military cooperation with his prospective Irish allies:
" For example, he writes, what line of action is the general to adopt
on the breaking-out of an insurrection? Supposing the Irish people were
to rise immediately, is he to put himself at the head of all forces raised and
to direct the insurrectionary movement? Is he to take charge of the general
defence of the country, or is he merely to organise the Irish Army and afterwards act only as a general commanding an auxiliary force? Is this last
line of action compatible with this nation's dignity, and with the renown of
the Republic's arms? The Government should make a definite pronouncement on this matter. . . . .
" What is the correct course of action if no Assembly is formed; or if the
Irish troops in the English service do not disband; or, finally, if the English
Government sends to the country such overpowering forces as to succeed in
keeping it in !!ubjection? Is the country to be treated a hostile? In ea e
of insuccess are any particular terms to be made with the English Government? "
To the first of these two queries the Directory gave the following reply:" It follows from what has been said that in the event of the Iri h
people rising en masse, you are to place yourself without he itation at th
head of all troops raised and to initially direct the in urrectionary mov ment.
Similarly, the general defence of the country and command of the Irish
Army when organised belong to your province. In order to remov any
obstacles to the Directory's wishe in this matter you ra bereby uthori
rdanc
to organise the cadres of six two-battalion infantry regiment , in
with the 1788 establi hment, and the cadre of two cav lry regim nt of th
same establishment.
" You must take every precaution to avoid ever being regarded a the
commander of a mere auxiliary force."
In a word, Hoche was to be General-in-Chief of the allied fore in Ire-
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land-he was to ensure, in the modern phra e, .. unifi d command," and
thereby prevent political consi<1erations coming too much into promin nee.
That the precaution was not superfluous appear from 1\ phra e in Tone's
Diary of December 22nd, i.e. , written in Bantry Ba : .. I continue very
discreetly to say little or nothing, as my situation ju t now i rather a de·
licate one; if we were once ashore, and things turn out to m . mind, I shall
soon be out of my trammels, and perhaps in that respect I may be better
off with Grouchy than with Hoche."
Regarding Hoche's second query, the Directory replied:.. In the event of no Irish National Assembly being formed; and if the
army at the disposal of England does not dissolve, but on the contrary is
reinforced, the primary consideration is to fight and defeat it. Should, however, the hostile forces be so superior numerically as to preclude defeating
them, you are to break up your forces , organise a guerilla campaign, and
seek to hold out until the French Republic forwards you sufficient troops to
enable you to again concentrate effectively. In no event are you to make
terms with the English Government."
.
In other words, the course of action to be followed was identical with
that a?0pted by Humbert two years later, with notable results.
Finally, the Directory outlined the policy best calculated to further the
seco~~ phase, i.e., the attack on England.
Two matters will require immediate attention on your arrival in Ireland ' .
the organ's
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. 'l'hese projects have usually been condemned as of no military value; but
It must be recalled that with an important French Army operating in Ireland
they would have taken on quite a different complexion. The French knew
that there was discontent in England, there were plenty of their own prisoners
of war there, and an important Irish element in large cities like London,
Bristol and Liverpool, besides Irish soldiers and sailors. Whether serious
tl'Ouble was likely Ot· not in England does not concern our study: if to the
French command' there seemed to be a reasonable chance of such trouble
the effort would be justified-all the more so, in view of the infinitesimal
cost. The forces employed were unsound elements, likely to be more injurious than otherwise if included among good troops needed for vigorous
uperations.
Hoche's in!jtructions to 'l'ate governing his conduct of his expedition
exist, and form a verita,ble manual of partisan warfare for a commander in
his position-i.e. that of a partisan chief in an enemy's country. The aim
of the expedition Hoche describes as threefold-if possible to raise an insurrection, to interrupt and embarrass the enemy's commercial life, to prepare and facilitate a descent in force by distracting the attention of the
English government. And he proceeds to elaborate the measures of his
subordinate in accordance with the lessons of his own three years of guerilla
experience.
These instructions are very interesting from another point of view,
quite apart from their immediate value to Tate. They are such as could
have been elaborated only by one who was a consummate master of insurrectionary war. They prove beyond possibility of dispute that the work before him in Ireland would have presented no difficulties. His mind was
already so stored with precedents that any possible situation wa certain to
be met promply and effectively. This is a vitally important thing to consider when we come to assess the prospects of success of the Irish expedition
as a whole.
PROSPECTS OF IRISH SUPPORT FOR HOCHE.

In the present section it is not propo ed to analy e the military organisation of the United Irishmen, but only to get a broad view of publio
oplDlon. And in this context it is noteworthy that Revolutionary France
never~ven in adversity-failed to rally to her 8 considerable proportion of
the people of any country occupied by her oldiers. Alike in the highly
civilised and commercial tate of Holland, in the 8ncient di membered land
of Italy, and in the half-savage Antille , she could oount on the upport of
the people to a preponderant extent. It i perf ctly re nable to
ume
thaL Ireland would exhibit the same phenomenon,
It is the firm conviction-amounting to certainty-of the pre ent writer
that the country would have risen practically en ma . The a urancea
glVCll. by local ~agnate 8S to the .. loyalty .. of their tenant and neighbc.urs would have proved ju t 8S dependable 8 imilar a urance given by
the same excellent people 8 century and 8 quarter later. How much this
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latter series of assurances was worth is now a matt r of hi ry I W know
that the mere coming of the French, without lan?ing at RIl, gave vi~o~us
impetus to the spread of the United Irishmen-wltne s th many ml Ions
of their envoys to the Continent during 1797. The reason wa that do~~t
as to the prospect of French assistance were di sipated once the expedition
materialised.
In this connection many thoroughly sound profe ional critics-even
Mahan and Corbett-to a certain extent miss the point about Ireland' instinctive attitude and the exact role of the French. Hoche's expedition is
discussed as if it were an invasion of British territory by an admittedly
inadequate force-as being much the same, in fact , as if he landed in Somerset. Nothing of course, could be further from the truth: Hoche was notin Ireland-an invader, but essentially a deliverer; he would have been quite
as welcome in Ireland as Rochambeau had been in America, or Wellington
was later in Spain. No other view of the matter is possible to anybody
familiar with Irish affairs. At any time for a hundred years before Hoche,
or for a hundred after him, French troops landing in Ireland to fight the
English would have been joined in any event by the boldest elements of
the population, and if in effective force by practically all.
We must not
suppose that Hoche's large expedition would have created any worse impression or made more enemies than Humbert's small one. Of the latter a
critic by no means suspect-pace the " illiteracy .. of Humbert-says : .. If
ever a commander did himself honour by the exemplary behaviour of his
troops, by moderation towards the inhabitants of an invaded country, and
by indomitable courage in a desperate situation, it was this rough, illiterate
Humb.ert. It was not mere vainglory when he wrote after his landing to
the Directory that if he were reinforced by 2 000 men Ireland would be
free." The quotation is from Colonel Repington'~ "Foundations of Reform."
PROBABLE COURSE OF EVENTS.
Regarding Hoche's expedition in this light we can sketch the probable
course of events.
Wherever the United Irishmen wel'e in measurable
trengtb they would have risen-out: and even if beaten in a number of in-t
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least 10,000 French soldiers, with arms for 20,000 men, would speedily
arrive either in the North in the counties of Derry or Antrim, or else in the
West on the coast of Galway. All partial insurrections in Ulster and Connaught, before the arrival of the French, must be avoided, but disturbances
might be excited in Munster and Leinster, and especially in Dublin, so as
to draw the British forces to the South and to bhe capital. The best men,
however, must not be risked till the French arrived."
The nature of the information carried by MacSheehy should be carefully
noted. It guaranteed the fa ct of assistance about to arrive: it was deliberately false as to the point of a.rrival-for the excellent reason that this
was the one vital secret to be kept right up to the last moment.
We have so far followed the development of Hoche's enterprise practically up to the moment at which he was about to start from Brest. It is
now time to consider what exactly was the military situation in Ireland at
the same moment.
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SHARK FISHING ON THE WEST
COAST.
By DR. O'DONEL BROWNE.

Presumably my last article on big game fishing was dry reading to many,
but it had to be technical, as I assumed I had to put my readers on the
right road as regards tackle, etc. Now for a narration of the experiences of
last holidays.
Two years ago I wrote an article for the B.S.A.S.'s magazine which resulted
in a rather wide correspondence with enthusiasts. One, in particular, was
very keen, and actually joined me this season. Mr. Copley had fished all
over the world, and had caught many sharks, so he was welcome. He
arrived about September 15th, bringing his gear, etc. Before he came we
had had the most abominable weather a fisherman could get , but he assured
me that it would change, and it did. I had had the chance of doing a post
mortem examination on the usual Achill shark, and so learned a good deal of
facts. This variety is the porbeagle, and if any of you care to see a replica
of what we were after you can do so in the Museum in Kildare Street. In
fact, one would imagine it was our fish.
On September 19th we got a perfect day-warm, calm, clear sea-and
our hopes ran high. Five of us were anchored in a well known spot, three of
th~ party bream fishing with hand lines, whilst Copley (in the stem) and
I (m bow) were sharking. No sooner had the three breamers started to haul
their catches than the fun commenced. Bream after bream was being
whipped o~ the lines, whilst under the boat we could see two, m'aybe three,
harks crusmg about. Things grew more and more exciting, but the climax
was reached. when a huge head and dorsal fin appeared on a level with t~e
gunw~e beside me, a shark having been too late in getting a bream as It
came mto the boat.
We on1! ha~ two .~ream in the boat in three-quarters ' of an hour. Then
Copley scud qwetly, I have a bite," After giving the fish time to gorge he
.~ck, but the hook had not taken hold and immediately the shark did a
head and tail " . '
So<>
aft this h
nse near us, and we got a decent look at him.
n
;r
e got another bite, which also failed to materialize.
to = d ~ a fine fish nozing round my half mackerel, and tried every dodge
It w e him t~e hold-but I am always the Jonah!
good b~ ~m~:me lat~r when Copley said, •• get all your lines in, I hav~ a
the
h d ~ usmg a half bream, the head half, part of a bream which
plen of
cut ~ ~o as one of the party was hauling. Giving the fish
weretyconn~a:'d gmng us time to clear decks, he hit fair and square, and w.e
TIlE place t
I was sorry he was in the stem as the bow of the boat IS
anchor ro;' fig~ from . Remtmber this all the da;s of your life. I threw the
out to sea. (:;;w buoyed, overboard, and got to the oars. Slowly steering
ere at the bay's mouth) went the shark, and I tried to keep
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Dr. O'Donel Browne's 300 lb. shark.

)Ir. Copley's record shark.
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Copley in the best fighting position. This meant keeping him parallel to
fish's course, and by so doing I knew I was, unfortuantely, helping the fish.
So we jogged along for nearly a mile, Copley straining, and now recoveringnow losing line. Ahead of us were some big rocks with a shallow, and we
wondered what the fish would do. Would he go through? He met the shallows
and turned out due west. It was blowing a moderate wind, and the sea was
lumpy. A mile and a half out ahead are two sunken rocks, and to these he
headed. Slowly and surely ·we got nearer and nearer, and I heard the old
fisherman in the boat say, "If he goes nearer you will have to cut." This
was awful-after a half hour's heavy fight. To add to our misery a shower
passed us, and with it a nasty kick in the sea carne up. By this time we
knew the fish had about half the line (150 yards) out. He met the shallows
and turned back on his tracks. Then he began another stunt-wheeling
round over Copley's left shoulder. This meant I had to also wheel to keep the
boat in the best possible position, and as sure as the boat's stern was up wind,
that beast of a fish would race away up wind, leaving me a heavy boat5 people-an engine, etc., to back up wind. At one time I was nearly doneit was a heavy pull, when I asked one of the others to put out an oar and help
me round. Now let me stress the point of rod in bow again. Had Copley
been in the bow I could have always had the fish up wind of me, and made
him tow us more. Meanwhile Copley was doing two men's work, and the strain
was terrific on him. He was leaning at an angle of 45 degrees over the side
of the boat with his feet jammed, and had line or harness gone he was over.
. So the fight went on for nearly an hour, and the fish showed signs of weakening.
We had two gaffs (barbed) on two hatchet handles, and 5 yards of half inch
manilla rope through each handle. With great pluck ouI' trusty man, John
Patten, got his chance, and aiming for the gill he sunk one and then the other
gaff home. It is a funky business to one who has not done it before. The
fish let out a great lash of that tail, so we let out our ropes to full length.
The object of getting the gill area is to make the blood come, and we were
lucky. It was well·we did so, for when the engine was started on our tow to
shore, Copley did not keep the boat and fish in a line, and with a bang both
of the gaff ropes snapped! This will give you an idea of weight. Down
120 feet or more sank that bulk, half dead, but luckly the hook was home.
We got considerable trouble bringing the fish up. Here is another link culled
from Zane Grey: "Get hold of your line in your hand and very gently pull
until the fish begins to rise-then use your reel and pump him up."
Very easy to write or say this! Up, up he carne, and we got a noose finally
over his tail! Luckly the gaffs had held, or good bye gaffs. We let go a good
length of line and towed to shore. Here the fishermen, who were at lunch,
carne out in curraghs in great glee, and we beached the fish. When ~e
was dead we brought him out again to the boat, and over the stem .we slld
him with difficulty, and so home.
Next day we had the job of weighing and measuring him. I am sorry
that we made such a faux pas of the photographs, as it does not do him
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justice. Not allowing for loss of blood at time of captur" in cutti.ng the
fish in two to weigh (my scales only went to 226 lb .). the actual weight. 20
hours after capture, was 340 lbs. Length (betwec n vcrtical) £ t 2 inches.
girth about 40 inches (1 am not sure on this point). h ight of dor al fin
13 inches. tail spread 2 feel 2 inches. This constitute!' a r cord for the
heaviest rod caught fish in British Isles water. and win!' opley the
Mitchell-Hedges Cup. It was a triumph for Copley. he had worked like a
trojan. and it was a real pleasure to congratulate him. and to let the locals see
that rod and man could beat a fish of this weight. I would not have missed

this fight for worlds.
When Copley and all had gone I stayed on. as the weather was perfect.
One Sunday afternoon 1 had the bad luck to see a fine shark cruising round
a net full of mackerel, when I had no rod. His movements were beautiful.
Toss him a mackerel and it was gone in a jiffy. On October 1st I had my
ch~ce. We saw. in the morning. a fine porbeagle eat a dead dog fish
which had been thrown overboard. That " dog" weighed nearly I) lbs ..
some .swallow? In the evening the old man and John Patten were
brearning, and I was doing nothing in particular. We repeatedly thought
we heard whistles from the netting crews-a mile acro s the bay. We up
ancho~. and across to find the four curragh crews yelling and shouting.
My gnef was great when they said" He has gone." Luckly one young fellow
spotted the shark. and I could see him coming up along between the two lin~
of curraghs to me. I handed him a nice whole mackerel and he passed It
by ! This he did three times and quick as knife he wheeled and took it.
I fed him line, told the lads to• give me elbow room and to watch. Decent
souls-they wanted to lift their nets and surround him to prevent the open
sea m~oeuvre. and above all they wante<i\ an Irishman to beat the English
= d m a great sport. When I pulled the hook home. again slow and
.off went the fish. We knew by his size he was not going to beat
boat y s. To anyone on the shore it must have been a grand sight. our
Ii ht ~rted by four curraghs. How glad I was that the lads had the whole
L~ckty I ha°wdunder one and now another curragh the fish was spotted.
.
After
a quiet f i f at .dead calm sea. an d was nearly a mIle
from open sea.
much strameen minutes he got wicked. but remember I had all the time as
.
made him t on as I could appIy. 0 ut mto
the bay' the fish forge d • and 1
washers of ow ~s as much as I could. Unfortunately I had not put the
the _ Ibs my rake correctly in the reel and so my thumbs had to do
<IV
ishould
' do. H e took about sevent y
yards'
tho break'mg wh
ch the reel
m e best run a n d '
'1 lunge.
Then shorew ds h '
came up WIth a huge head and tal P
e went. and 1 thought he had gone but hoping I went
on ~1;"H inar
la
..........~ the s ck line
d af
.
•
f
d the
strain on. H h d
• an
ter recovenng a good deal I oUO
gruelling and\ ~ :oubled on his tracks. For nearly an hour he gave US ~
for a ~'I
s u.t ~own .. on him. and held for all I was worth. O~ .
.
Was
see a .. haH COokedwnngI
.. ng Wl.th perspiration. Finally he gave a turn one will
.
salmon do, and I said to John Patten, c' He'S gettiI18
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done." .. Not a bit of it," said a young fellow in a curragh, "He's going
strong under our curragh here." We tossed one of the gaffs to this young
chap and we held harder than ever. I never thought that a fish could pull
a heavy 18 foot boat sideways, but he did. Mter about one and a quarter
hours I saw my doubled line show above the 8 foot trace, and I got fresh
hope. One more rush, and he came back to us heavily. The trace appeared,
and I shivered when I saw John Patten take a hold of it, but I can trust
John. Up he heaved on that trace again. Home with the gaff into the left
gill. As quick as fire I saw the curragh back in. One dart, and the good
lad had sunk the spare gaff into the other gill, and blood everywhere.
Down I sat dead beaten, and .. Sally" the boat's carving knife got the fish
f<!,ir in the gills. Pluckily another really tough young fellow put down his
hand and lifted that kicking tail up clear of the water, and on in a trice
went a really good hitch. That night there was great rejoicing at the local
hostelry. The fish had a huge healing wound in right gill-<iue, I suppose,
to a scrap with a pal. This, I take it, had put him in bad condition.
Weight 300 lbs., length 8 feet 1 inch, girth 36 inches, tail spread, 2 feet
6 inches, width between side fins 44 inches. Height of dorsal fin II inches.
A very good second to Copley's. No fish in thIs fish's stomach. whereas we
got several of ours in Copley's. Now these two fish have taught me several
things:
(I) Give them plenty of time to swallow the bait. Both were hooked
deep down in stomach.
(2) Fight them aU the time-do not let them get their wind.
(3) They like a moving bait-hence, I think, trolling on top IS the
wisest and most searching method.
(4) They are shy of a boat unless they are after a bait. Hence fish a
little distance off.
In conclusion I hope that I have fired some of my readers with love for this
glorious game, and will desire to participate in it. For encouragement I am
always and ever ready to add advice.
O'DONEL BROWNE, M.D.
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CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT.
By COMDT. P. J. DELANEY, A.M.S.
HE last issue of AN T·OGLACH contained u very in tr~ctjve and inror~na.
tive article on .. Our Uniform." At the concluSIOn of the artlcle,
the writer expressed the hope that he had offended many of the
theorists on this subject, and very properly stated that only by stimulating discussion and interchange of ideas could progress be made or efficiency
attained. It is in the same spirit that the present article is written. As
~rn€; of the recommendations may appear rather radical, it is hoped that
they will form the basis of constructive criticism in future issues of the
Journal, and that practical results will ultimately evolve.
'l'he question of clothing and equipment is not dealt with in its entirety,
but merely from the viewpoint of a Medical Officer, in its application to the
health and comfort of the soldier. The opinions expressed, and recommendations made are those formed as a result of direct personal investigation.

T

BREEClIBS.

'lthe question of the suitability of the present uniform was investigated
la t Rummer. On the evening prior to the return march of a Battalion from
Kilworth Camp to Cork, all soldiers of the Battalion were examined, and it
wall found that all withGut exception wore heavy drawers under the breeches.
~ach soldier was questioned as to the necessity for wearing such articles havmg regard to the almost tropical heat which prevailed at the time and to the
fac~ that the extra clothing would prove such a great encumbrance through
welght, heet, and prevention of ventilation.
All men stated they wore
drawers to ~revent .. scalding by the breeches, and stated they preferred
to put up Wlth the discomfort rather than risk the scaldino and excoriations
~hh
0
w,.c
t e Breeches would cause. Indeed some of the men
wore football
kDlckers, and stated that having marched to Camp without protection from
the bre~hes they would not risk the return without a protective covering.
Further .mvesiigation was made whilst the troops were on the march, and
also dunng a period of rest, midway between Kilworth and Cork.
As a result of these investigations it is believed that the breeches is a
mostNuncomfortable and consequently an inefficient gannent for Infantry
an
.
at the knee where every free doIll
. dd . on-Mounted Servolces. It constncts
I e'fired and'required
.
. It fu rth er prevents adoption of the "Knee forwar d"
potIb
· .Ihon, whIch 1 a posture intended by nature as the easiest and adopted
yo~IterArmie
. long marches and periods of stress and' endurance.
ho ld durmg
ld' 8 U not be forgotten that during marches of the kind in question
evid1enel'l are thheavily weighted with kit and ammunition and present little
' h
Pad. ceof e nappy march'mg associated with Parade Grounds
or a Marc
It

The opinion
. personal experience of marching should
be modified
b of an Officer h avmg
y
the
fact
that
hil
t h'lS breeches are speCIally
. '
modeUed for him'
W
S
bUllt and re, With the soldier it is largely a matter of luck as to suitable
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fitting, and that proper adjustment after issue is either difficult or impossible.
As a result of these observations it is believed that uniform of a smoother
and more durable material should be provided, and that instead of the present breeches a garment should be adopted giving ample room at the knee
and avoiding all constriction.
Opinion is divided as to whether the present Army breeches conduces
to the production of varicose veins. Whilst some observers believe that no
varicosity is produced, many will agree that where the condition already
exists it is much aggravated.
TUNIC_

Where properly fitting and well kept, the present tunic looks neat and
soldierly. It has no disadvantage except, perhaps, the inside of the collar,
which in many cases might be much smoother. 'rhe collar and tunic itself
can be opened during the march and so full freedom is afforded. Still an
open tunic with a shirt and soft collar would in all probability be easier and
more serviceable.
CAP.

The present soldier's cap is a good type, but the ventilation holes are 80
placed that their object is defeated. The Officer's cap is much too heavy,
and it has been found impossible to procure one of a lighter type which
corresponds to Regulation Pattern.
GREAT COAT.

Whether an improved type of Great Coat could not be had is a matter
deserving the fullest enquiry.
The present article is very heavy without
being correspondingly warm. Its great weight is of much disadvantage to
troops making a quick or forced march. It is not rainproof, and during inclement weather becomes almost intolerably heavy through retention of
water. It is difficult to dry, and when not worn is awkward t<> carry.
It is believed that a Waterproof Coat of the" Trench" type, with a
detachable warm lining would be much more effective. Such a coat would
be much lighter than the present one. Its weight would not vary; and it
would be absolutely waterproof, and at the same time much warmer. Further it would have the great advantage that during quick or forced marche
or during. rain in mild weather its weight would be very sensibly diminished
by detachment of the lining. The increase in mobility and comfort would ,
it is believed, lead to a corresponding increase in efficiency.
COLOUR.

As to the colour of the uniform , no one defends this except on ground
of sentiment. It shows a complete want of harmonization with surroundings, and this from tactical and other con ideration ,i roo t unde irable.
Khaki, or some hue akin to khaki blends better with urrounding than n
other colour, and has been adopted by the French, EngJi h, American, and
other Armies. This is a pretty good headline to follow . If we d ire to
attain efficiency let the colour be changed, but should we de ire merely
sentiment, then by all means let the present colour be retained.
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FOOTWEAR.

The boots supplied are of good quality, comfortable to wear, and gene·
rally satisfactory in every way. A common fault is t,~at many of th.e ~ts
issued are ill.fitting in size. No hulf·sizes are obtamable and this IS a
lIerious draw.back. After issue many of the boots are not worn for long
periods, generally corresponding to th'e length of time that the older boots
remain serviceable.
All soldiers should be instructed to wear each pair of boots on alternate
weeks, so that all boots in their possession would be in a comfortable and
.. worn.in " condition, and consequently could be worn with comfort at all
times of emergency. When it is considered that each soldier is only as good
as his feet, the importance of having good and properly fitting boots and
IIOOks will be realised.
As to the suitability of leggings, puttees or special military boots, each
has its own advantages and each its devotees.
Leggings look neat, are rain and weatherproof, and are quickly and
easily removable. The latter is an important advantage to men enjoying a
rest period during route marches, etc. :F urther, where well· fitting and pro·
perly adjusted, leggings permit of full play of all muscles and joints, and
from a medical point of view are eminently satisfactory.
Should slacks or full trousers be adopted, then it would appear that
puttee~ or some type of military boot must be adopted also.
puttees are
not .ram.proof and are not as easily or quickly adjustable or removable as
l~gglDgs. For the sake of neat appearance they are sometimes applied too
tightly and thereby cause constriction of blood vessels and nerves and reo
striction of free movement of muscles and joints. Applied in the normal
m nner, however, the latter objections do not arise.
puttees have the
nd~antage o~er leggings that for special types of work they are much more
~t~ble, whilst under Active Service conditions they could in emergency be
utihsed as bandages, tourniquets, binding material, etc.
It is .regretted that through want of practical experience the suitability
..
. ssed.
or
otberwl
I ,
. e of any 0 f th e many types of MIlitary
Boots cannot be dlscu
~' conslde~d, however, that the cost and the difficulty of carrying a second
pair, and the Impossibility of accurate fitting would be material disadvantages.
U 'DD·CLOTHING.
Re• garding socks, It
. seems an established convention that soldiers wear
k
IIOe
' regardless of whether excessive exerCise
.
i t k lor ba week at a t'Ime, andthiS
en y way of duty or athletics.
h
\bey Where
hould men
be . have soft feet or were
extra duty or exercise is performed
of ; .
h mstructed to wash the feet frequently and to use two pairS
esc week-weanng' a dit!erent pair
. on alternate days.
On
e
of
our
few
tr
dit'
.
in use
era!
8
Ions IS that no matter what the quality of the sOCks
Kit T':_~~tio good serviceable pairs must be always held to show during
4&&O}"X
n. One of th e common errors of an inspecting Officer IS
. to
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assume that clothing is satisfactory where the number of articles is correct,
and where the articles shown during a kit inspection are of good quality.
Personal cleanliness inspection also demonstrates the fact that little or
attention
is devoted to the repair of socks. Examinina0 Officers should be
no
•
lDstructed to encourage men to carry out early repair.
SHIRTS .

After a short time in use a very noticeable shrinkage of shirts occurs.
This renders them most uncomfortable and positively unhealthy, as they
restrict free movement of the chest walls. It is not known whether the
shrinkage is due to Rny laundry process or to an inferior quality of the shirts
themselves.
No uniformity exists regarding the wearing of under-shirts or drawers.
During inspection one commonly finds a number of young healthy men wearing these articles in Summer. Many of these are men who have just joined
the Army and have never worn any such article at any time during civil life.
Except under special circumstances, the use of these articles should be proIt is hard to understand why
hibited save in Winter or cold weather.
drawers are issued and undershirts withheld. The latter seem more desirable and are at least as necessary as the former. The drawers issued are of
the full length pattern. The lower half is wholly unnecessary, and indeed
undesirable. Instead of the present article, .. shorts" should be issued, as
from every point of view these would be much better.
WATER-BOTTLES.

During inspection one not infrequently finds water-bottles without corks.
This is due to the fact that once a, cork is lost or stolen it cannot be replaced ,
as there are none available for purchase or re-issue. This seems an extraordinary state of affairs and one which might be remedied with ease.
Some considerable time ago the writer put up the sugge tion that enquiry be made into the feasibility of providing soldiers with a flask constructed on the t. Vacuum" or Thermos principle instead of the pre ent
water bottle. The article suggested would provide all the advantage of th
present water-bottle, whilst soldiers serving under active ervice condition
could have a hot meal at any time, and even when mile away from all
cooking facilities. It is considered that the suggestion is one de erving of the
fullest investigation.
The present enamel plate and mug are objectionable and un· ati factory.
Their surfaces become easily broken, and when thi occurs they ar hard to
clean-what with the uneven urface and the lodgment of dirt in the
crevices. The enamel chips which constantly wear off mu t certainly act a
The ub titution of
intestinal irritants or possibly as metallic poison .
aluminium or some such ware is recommended as being lighter and more
durable and free from all the objections attaching to the pre nt article.
To deal with all such problems as clothing and equipment a representative committee of Officers should be as embled whose duty it would be to
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solicit suggestions and recommendations from all branches of the Army, In
connection with such a committee it would be most important to ensure that
it be composed of Officers having a practical and e"ery-day experience of the
matters under discussion, and that wherever possible 0. practioal test and
trial be gi"en to all recommendat,ions before incorporation in general orders,
Whilst every consideration sbould be given to the established oustoms
and procedures prevailing in tbis and other Armies, it is hard to have patience
with the mentality tbat orders tbis or rejects that merely beoause it is 3
break with established routine or because certain Armies appro"e or do not
approve of the matter in question, Tbis is not a "ery uncommon argument,
and is sometimes advanced irrespective of whether the matter under discussion be suitable to our requirements or not, We should be always glad
to learn, but this sbould not deter us from striking out on our own where
the occasion demands o~ the opportunity offers,
, Some, o~ tbe suggestions and recommendations made may appear UtopIan, but It IS well to realise that ambition, research and hard work are milestones on the road to progress and efficiency,
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OUR ' MAPPING REQUIREMENTS~
By MAJOR NIALL MACNEILL, General Staff.

THE PRESENT STATE OF OUR MAPPING.
N the course of a contribution to the last' issue of this Journal, it was mentioned that the initial work of a deliberate survey had been thoroughly
accomplished in this country a long time ago. That work was followed
by' the preparation and publication of small scale maps and "large "scale
plans., The work on the large-scale plans (complete in as far as it was then
px:oposed to carry it) had just concluded on the outbreak of the European
War of 1914-1R, . The task ot" completing the small-scale maps (in the fonD
in whi~h they now exist) had been finished considerably earlier. ' These
facts may lead to the . conclusion thai mapping, in so far as' ~his country is
cOncer~ed ', has reached a stage at which nothing more than the reprOduction
necessary to meet depletion of stocks remains to be done. Such is hot the
case.

I

NE.ED OF NEW :M:APSAND M~ANS AVAILABLE FOR THEI~ PnEp.ARATlDN.
. "
, It is proposed in the first instance to deal in detail witlt the .main aspect of
our requirements, n'amely the need for future provision ·of topographical
(-small-scale) maps.. At the present ti!lle we have available maps on scaleli
of inch to the mile, half-inch to the mile, quarter-inch to the .mile, and onetenth of an inch to the mile. These maps were probably equ~l to any maps
the World Will'. They were. then up'.to.date 'in respect
6f their kind prior
of their general characteristics. Since then they have not been im,proved by
one iota.
Meantime the standards of mapping elsewhere have rapidly
changed. The experience of the European War tends to show that one·inch
to the mile is not a large enough scale for general tactical or artillery requirements, and that ~ efficient map reference system is indispensible. It hll also
be~me evident that the metric system of measurement is preferable to that
hitherto in vogue, that a small vertical interval for contours is highly aesirable, and that the unit of measure for vertical and horizontal measure·
ments should be the same. How do our maps meet these requirement ?
Unfortunately, not in any respect.
Our largest topographical scale is one inch to the mile. Between that and
six inches to the mile we have no intermediate map. Six inches to the mile
is a scale definitely too big for topographical or tactical u e. The number
and size of sheets required would preclude its use even by the lowe, forma·
tions. The absence- of a suitable and uniform system of map·ref renee (e.g.,
the grid) is perhaps the most striking defect of cur map ' . No at mpt bas
been made to apply metric scales to them. For horlzont 1 di . t nee we
work in terms of yards and miles, while all vertical mea urement ate given
in feet.
.
ale
Obviously then, the question of preparing a map of int.ermedi .
between one inch and six inches to the mile arises. It will be admlttd b.
all that it should be done in the manner most economical of mone1, lal?OOr

to
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NEED OF AN EFFICIENt MAP REFERENCE -SYSTE.:
Next we come to the question of a map-reference system. In the last
issue of this Journal I indicated broadly what the needs are, and how' they
are being met, el8ewhere. The state of our own maps in tliis respect is
almost as bad as it could be. The one-inch maps (which are our nearest
approach to the most useful topographical scale) are peculiarly lacking in
With the exception of the Dublin and' Curragh District
this respect.
Sheets they are not even squared. The i-inch to the mile maps are squared,
but the smaller scales possess no means of reference other than the graticule, i.e., lines of latitude and longitude, which divide the map up into curvilinear figures. None of these maps present a satisfactory: means of describing a precise position. Squaring is better than nothing at all in so far
as individual sheets are concerned, but fails to furnish a sa.tisfactory means
of reference which will be independent of sheet-numbers, extend from one
sheet to another, and render possible brief and uDnmbigious descriptions. I
need not labour this point. What we-require, and must have if our maps are
to reach a modern standard of utility, is a grid reference system independent
of sheets, and uniform for varying scales. The absence of such a system is
a serious obstacle to the application of maps to administrative, to tactical,
and particularly to artillery purposes.
NEED OF REVISION.
On the small scales, the need of revision has become' a matter of paramount importance. in the present state of these maps it is by Do means an
easy task. The ori.,.inals
of the 1-inch and other small-scale maps are• on
o
copper plate. The plates themselves cannot now be revised, since in th(
Survey Service copper engraving has practically become a lost art. I can
find no evidence of any small-scale revision work of recent date. Anyone
using the sm'aU-scale maps extensively will realiSe how badly-they tand in
need of revision. Under the proposals outlined in this article the fruits of
the lIirge-scale revision would be transferred to the small scale in a manner
not now possible, and originals would exist of uch a kind that all future
revision could be applied to small as well as large scales. There are 6OJJ1e
grounds for stating that an intermediate scale between 1 inch and 6 incb
would lend itself better to direct revision by the methods hitherto applied
~ the sniall-seale maps than they do themselves.
NEED 'OF NEW SC.~LE TOPOGRAPHICAL MAPS.
Under present conditions military training (especially in tao ics and
artillery work) cannot be satisfactorily carried out in the abflence of a m'ap
which will be larger and more detailed than the 1-inch, 'et n~ ~ d il~
nor awkward to handle such as the 6-inch plan. Our own tralDlng authonties are of opinion that training along modem line i no m rely difficult,
but impossible, without such a map. Its absence on active "ice ould
be most serious. These, which are the prime-I might almost aay compelling-factors of the case could be laboured here if nece ary, by oooaiThis, ho",ever, in
dering -in det-ail the resHOW! which give rise to them.
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whether or not the Metric Units shall be applied to our m,aps, The app~ar.
nnce of detail will, of course, remain unaltered jf this is qone. On' a 1/20000
'm ap the rlistnnce representing a mile remains the same whether we speak
in terins of metres or yards, jU!lt as a certain length on fin inch to the mile
map reprec;ents a kilometre on th'at scale, The question of the units of
measure to be employed is more one of usage than of change in the map.
However, if the Metric System is introduced the normal consequences would
be: (1) The employment of a kilometre rather than a 1,000 yard grid; (2)
The showing of contoul'Sl with a vertical interval in metres (usually 5 or 10);
Rnd (3) The printing of ~ scale of metres on the margin. In all othell reo
spects the map would re!Dain unchanged.
It is unnecessary to go into the advantages of the metric system in any
detail. They are quite well known. In the following particular respects its
npplication simplifies both map.making -and map·use.
Co-ordinates are
usually given in tenth or hundredth parts of the squares of the grid. In the
case of a .kilometre grid each tenth represents a hundred metres, each hun.
dredth ten metres, and so on. In other words, a statement of co-ordinates
is automatically a statement of distance on ground in familiar units, as well
as a statement of position on the map. With our squared maps, co·ordinates
are stated in tenths of the squares. Taken by itself, the latter practise
serves well enough, but do the sub· divisions 80 employed give any reliable
idea of ground distances? I hardly think 80. We are not given to thinking
of ground in terms of units of 176, 352 or 704 yards. At present we almost
invariably describe horizontal distances Qn the map or ground in terms of
yards or miles, but on the map the vertical interval of such contours as are
sho'wn is in terms of feet . Calculations such as those for determining
mutual intervisibility of points on the map, therefore, necessitate multiplication or division by 3. On a metric map the Vertical Interval and the Horizontal Equivalent are reckoned in the same terms, namely, metres. Finally
t~ere is the most important reasOn of all, that artillerists and othel' technicians find it much more convenient to employ units of measurement in
which calculations are reduced to the simplest possible form and to which
the decimal system of its very nature applies. Quantities such as 1,760
yards or 63,360 inches are too awkward to handle. There is an appreciable
difference, for example, between (a) The time taken mentally to shift the
decimal symbol one place and multiply a round number, such II 10, by 7;
nnd (b) The time taken to determine how much 7/10ths of two inches repre·
sents in yards on a i.inch to the mile map, though they are corresponding
operations for the two kinds of map.
The old system of measurements has only one justification, and th t is
tbe fact that it has been in use here up till now. It persistence j largely
due to a groundless fear of change. I have been closely associated with II
OQurse of instruction in topographical survey for N.C.O.'s and Men. It Will
decided that metric units, and metric units only, would be employed for this
purpose. Probably . not;. one of the 8Qldie1"8 detailed for the ~urse had eler
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MAPS BY REDUCT ION.
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carried out. Hence it happens that the error introduced on large-scale planij
when used for large-scale purposes by using only o~e origin. lVould become
innpprcciable on reduction kl 1\ considerablv smaller scale. For that reason
1\ large-scale map of the country plotted o~ one meridian. though not ideal
for agrarian purposes. would serve quite well-admirably in fact-as a basis
from which to prepare smaller topographical mapi by reduction.
The problem then which our need of a topographieal map-smaller than
C.-inch and grenter than I-inch-presents is essentially this: Our 6-inch map
by counties must be converted into a homogeneous map of the whole territory and reduced to the required new scale by the normal photo-printing
process. This will involve considerable mathematical wopk and the re-drawing of the plans.
NBED OF TRIGONOMETRICAL WORK AND PERSONNEL.

Though. as has already been pointed out. a sound basic triangulation
has long existed. the need for further trigooometrical work may arise in one
or mere of the following ways. It may become necessary to restore old
trigonometrical stations; in fact this is bound to occur. If not for less important purposes. such a course will certainly be required. or be avoidable
only by equally troublesome alternatives. when any very extensive revision
is required. f~r revision by aerial phoklgraphy. for the completion of any unfinished series of plans. and for artillery purposes in the event of war. The
last is a. most important instance. and one which in itself demands that the
trigonometrical control be prese~ed and that technicians capable of utilising
it be available. We possess an incomplete series in the 25:inch kl the mile
(1/2500) plans. There are large tracts in the North-West. West and South
of Ireland. for which no 1/2500 plans exist. For land purchase. valuation.
nnd conveyancing purposes. the I/25(X) plans. where available. are relied
on almost exclusively. While admitting that the uncovered areas are largely
moorland. it is held that the operations carried on in connection with the
division of property under the Land Acts. or the extension of agricultural
activities generally may at any time in the future render the extension of
the 1/2500 series desirable. The application of aerial photography to largescale revision of new or much-altered urban areas is being carried out experimentally elsewhere. Should these experiments show this to be an economicnl method. there is no reason why it should oot be employed here. It
would be most useful for dealing with the extensive districts covered either
by new to",n building or sub-division of property boundaries.
Trigonometrical ('-OIltrol is indispensable for air-photo survey. Where a larg extension of suburban building occurs. or the like, a restoration. ond pos ibly,
extension of trigonometrical control may also become neces al'y for revi ion.
whether or not aerial photography is employed. For topographcia\ training purposes the restoration of trigonometrical control will frequently become necessary. as has in faet happened on recent occasions.
The preservation. restoration. and extension of trigonometrica\ control
demand that sonae small body of personnel trained in trigonometrica! work
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proposaI.not only. provides for filling up a very grave blank in our map supplies,.. b~t. al~. for, over~~mi~g of. pre!)ent and future difficulties at minimum
trouble Rnd expense. Under it a single revision would largely meet the
needs of all scales. At , present distinct revisioni for both large and small
scales are necessary.
The proposed scale, being larger than that of any existing topographical
maps, would permit of inclusion without overcrowding of much additional
information of a ' useful kind . I have experimentally satisfied myself that
readable conventional signs to show the following might be employed by way
of addition to the information already embodied conventionally on smallscale maps:1. Classification of the type of road fencing.
2:· Electrification of railways, if such occurs.
S. Railway Signal Cabins and Water Towers.
4. Classification of bridges according to type and material of construction.
5. Electricity transmission lines.
6. Telephone and telegraph lines in non-urban areas.
7. Telephone call offices.
S. Radio stations.
9. Petrol pumps, tanks, and bulk oil storage.
lO. Obelisks.
11. Distinction between sandy and shingle beaches.
12... Breeches-buoys ,. stations and maritime beacons and buoys,
and in ,addition somo other features of technical, but not general, interest
and usefulness.
A satisfactory scheme . could also be devised whereby the distinction
between confidential military editions and sales' editions might be effected
with a. minimum of trouble, such for instance, as arranging that all secret
m'a tter appeared in 'only one colour and that the impre ion of that oolour
to be used depended on whether or not a confidential edition were required.

Apart from fencing, the road-classification could be improved and brought
up-to-date in such 'a way that the merits of the maps as road-map would
be greatly enhanced. The public would appreciate the boon thus conferred
by contrast with the present unreliable classification on our small-scale mapll.
CONCLUSION.

Here then is a work who e benefits-from whatever 8 peets they are
viewed-should be manifest; a work which, by happy oomparison with most
othe:r national tasks, need not put a strain on the nation's purse.strings.
Here is one at least of the safeguards of our national integrity which we may
provide unaided; a task whose progress will give valuable tra~; a &Oldie~'8
task unusual in that it is productive rather than destructive.
Can Ita
immediate C9mm~ncement require stroll8er reoommelldation?
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High Speed Telegraphy and Telephony Transmission
by means of a Combination of Telephone and
.
Dictaphone.

SMYTH ,
BRIEF NOTE OF EXPER IMEN'l 'S CONDUC'l'ED BY COMD T:
ASSIST ED BY MAJOR McNEI LL.
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(Morse) telegraphy.
The messages were recorded by the Dictaphone at
about 25 words per minute, and the transmission speed increased as already
rlescribed in the c,ase of telephony. This gave a final telegraphy speed of
75 words per minute which may be regarded as giving absolute se<;recy,
unless , t,he listener is provided with the necessary; elabQrations, a combination of circumstances not likely to be met with. Owing to the limitations of
the range of audible frequencies it was found in the case of the experimental
equipment that buzzer giving a very low note was necessary.
A ,. Secret Wireless Phone " of the Bell Co., at Washington, was referred to some time ago in the Press, the secrecy was stated to have been
achieved through an alteration in frequencies. It would be interesting to

FIG . 1

know if this system provides secrecy in the same way as that described
above, which also depends for its speed and secrecy on a ohange of frequencies . •
This method of Dictaphone transmission is capable of furth~r development. Better results would be obtained by the use of a speCial ~ype of
electrically operated recorder in which the cutter would be ope~ted direct by
the amplified signals, thus cutting out the loud speaker elaboratIon ..
· 1
k I to n d·lagram of the preparation of the DIctaphone
F 19.
. ·IS a see
record for transmission.
rdin
teleFig. 2. shows the arrangement for transmission over an 0
sry
phone circuit.
The record prepared at (b) in Fig. 2 is the one which is ubsequently
slowed down and listened to at transcribing speed (0).
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THREE MUSKETEERS 'OF THE AIR.
1.

A soldier, not of Fortune, but of some
Idea laboured by philosophers ':
A soldier always, though there's monk in him,
And poet also; watch how he salutes
The anthem, or the ensign, or the line
Of marching men; his hand . upraised, his eyes
Salute a drill, salute a chivalry i
Frederick of Prussia, Frederick Barbaross!

II.
Something that's like the fabulous content
In whales or hippopotami is in him,
This small-eyed man of ample girth who sta~&
Square, a steersman 1 Vision must become
Readiness, wakefulness, and unfailing craft
To burst through longtitudes, to beat the winds,
And fogs and squalls make light of ! This is he
Who fronts a course that is an ocean's space!

III.
Jaunty and gamey, like a lad that's in
A ballad that they sing in Kerry fairs: ,
One joins himself unto the two are here
And he is of the breed of those that w:re
Soldiers of Fortune born, that were wont
To put all skill and spirit in a char~e-
Fortune still counts, and with him she will be !
PADRAIC COLUM.
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REVIEWS.
SOME ASPECTS OF MECHANIZATION, by Colonel H. Rowan-Robinson,
C.M.G., D.S.O., R.A., p.s.c. 3s. 6d: net. William· Clowes ·and Sons,
Ltd., 94 J~nnyn Str~t, London S.W. I.
Writing in the .. World Crisis" of the events of the Summer of 1918
Winston Churchill says "The Mechanical Battle now took definite shape."
The greatest change in methods of warfare effected by the world war had
come to pass. The Tank had definitely proved its value, and the preparations
for the campaign of 1919, cut short by the early collapse of Germany,
included the provision of m!!chanized forces of great size. The Allies
arranged to make available for action on the Western Front by June 1st,
1919, 7,166 heavy and medium tanks, 8,000 to 10,000 smaller (Renault)
tanks; together with as many cross country vehicles and tractors as the
soldiers of the field demanded. (A contract was placed in the United States
by the British Government for 10,000 of the latter.)
.. After the War the British Army abandoned in great measure its mechanized
strength. It has now been officially decided to proceed again with
Mechanization, and an Experimental Mechanized Force has been created.
It is recognized that the whole matter is in the experimental .stage, and
many important problems have to be solved before the Army Council can
embark on a policy of making the Army mainly or altogether a mechanized one.
'Colonel Rowan · Robinson in this ·very readable and well reasoned book
discusses some of the broader aspects of the great experiment. While the
enthusiasts are ·n o doubt right in projecting their minds into the future, and
discoursing on battles in -which the mali does not take part, except in so far
as he maintains, operates, and directs the machine, we arc here brought up
against some very practical questions which await solution. They must
be solved before the prophets can be justified.
The author is hopeful, and in fact appears to take it for granted that
solutions can be found to all the great difficulties. He propounds his own
remedies in each· case in modern language that is at once impressive and
thought-provoking.
. Among the questions that are reviewed are those pertaining to the
Command and Training of Mechanized Forces, the defensive in. mechanical
warfare, the passage of obstacles, and the matter of reconmussance and
protection.
We have no mechanical forces. We have not even an unannoured for e
capable of taking the field against a pre-war divi ion. In. wha~
th n
are We concerned with this great military revolution that bids fatr to change
the .....hole ·fonn and nature of the British Army?
A mechanized army requires an enormous and highly d.eveIo~ indus~
organisation to put it in tlie field and keep it figh~. . I~ reqwres a ~g~
degree of training which postulates a long servt.'<l or conscnpt army, and It
>
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demands enormous capital expenditure to provide the machines required
in the first instance. It requires above all else a powerful and highly efficient
Air Force.
We are at the cross roads. We are laying the foundations of a permanent
Defence Force. That Defence Force must be capable of meeting any invader.
The invader will probably be mechanized to a great extent if the present
development continues. It is, therefore, incumbent on us to study ftilly,
carefully, and constantly this great new development. Our General Staff
must be able to give to the Government of the day answers to questions such
as those that follow, and on the soundness of these answers may well depend
the future of our country, and the safety of our people.
These are some of the questions :-ls there any answer to a mechanized
force except another mechanized force? Can this Country create a mechanized
force having regard to its financial and industrial conditions?
What
industrial policy would best fit us for war under the new conditions of
mechanization? Can a mechanized force hold the country? If a mechanized
invader overruns our strategic centres and our principle cities, what else
must he provide to hold his conquests against our potential fighting strength?
Answers to these questions can only be made as a result of the .study of such
works as that under review, and an examination of the actual work done by
mechanized troops in the field both in war and in manoeuvres.

•

•

•

M. J. C.

WILLIAM J. WALSH, ARCHB'ISHOP OF DUBLIN. By the Rt. Rev. P. J. Walsh,
M.A. The Talbot Press Limited, Dublin and Cork.
The author has demonstrated thit good biography and history proper
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Th~ Author in' Appendix 1. states :-" The pages of this Biography
were already in print when on August 20, 1928, a friend called my attention
to a Hi8tory of Ireland, 1798-1924, by the Right Hon. Sir James O'Connor.
This history was published in 1925, but somehow I had neglected to look
into it, owing to an impression of its worthlessness left on my mind by the
reading of certain articles or extracts made by the author and printed in an
English newspaper prior to its publication. 'In the index I found half-adozen references to Archbishon W nlsh. . . ..
On readina throuah the
r
"
"
pages mentioned in the index I was surprised to discover that almost every
statement made regarding Dr. Walsh was ill-informed, inaccurate, or incon-ect. " The extract serves to illustrate the critical outlook of the writer
and the general style of the work. An ecclesiastical caUBe celebre of the last
generation in which Dr. Walsh figures prominently as a witness with a
specialist knowledge 'of Canon Law would appear, to the lay mind, to be
unduly laboured and to receive more space in the book than it"!! relativc importance warrants .
. As is to be expected, the work itself describes the anxiety of the Holy
See during crucial phases of political activity in Ireland, ' and the attempts
of English diplomats to mould Vatican opinion on matters Irish-attempts
which may explain the legendary advertisement: •. Lost-In the neighbourhood of Drumcondra-a Red Hat."
T. J. McK.
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Tl£E .FIGHTING FORCES. Vol. V., No.4., January, 1929.
This number is particularly well balanced in regard to the relative proportion of matters. grave and gay. It ma'y not be inopportune at the present
jU!lcture to qu~te tp.e f~lIowing extract from the editorial: " The Territorial
are amazingly good. During thc past year there has been a very snti factory
Mechanization is steadil'y on the inincrease in the number of rccruits.
crease. Infan:try organizatio~ is about to conform with the R~gular Army,
and a rna.chine-gun company will, in 1930, replace a rifle company in each
infantry battalion. The cost of the Terri~rial Army is only £3,291,
surely the finest value for money nnd the cheapest fonn of in urance that any
nation ever possessed. If a little more money were spent on this force, if the
bonus was reintroduced, if allowances were on a rather more generous SOllie,
and if .intelligent press propaganda were resorted to, and con iste~t1y resorted to, we believe that the Territorilll Army would have no difficulty
Whatsoever i~ reaching its established strength. The monc.v wo~ld have
to be found by small reductions in the Regular Army, but urely this would
b,e a very practical form of .disarmament and, in the present tote of Europe.
a perfectly feasible one. Despite occasional alonni t statement , B _ n of
security is beginning to pervade t~e continent of Europe. Belgium .h
recently reduced the period of service for infantry from onc ! ear and eJ~t
months to only eight months. In Holland the period for mf.antrymen J
only five-and a. half months, as compared with eight and II half m 19~3. In
Italy the period of service has been reduced from two years to elgbteen

mOnths and in France from three years to one. This inlorm'a tion is t'aken
from a ~cent leading article in The Time~, which rightly regards this short·
ening in the periods of service as •• a whole~me tendency in the military
,
evolution of Europe. "
The Need faT Generalship-an article built round a' ref~rence to one of
Messrs. Constable and Co.'s series-" Campaigns and their Lessons " deals with the lack of facilities for training in leadership.
The following
along .t~e line: " Take,
illustrates the argument employed by the writer '
for example, our Brigade Commander, October se~s him ~iling away at
those wretched confidential reports; think of the worry and possibly sleeples nights that some of them must cause him. I don't believe if they were
abolished altogether that the Army would be a penny the worse.
Then
there are the • interior economy' inspections which he h'a s to carry out at
the end of the year-buttons, boots, barrack-rooms, bath.houses, cOokhouses,
messes, institutes, etc.-all very necessary, no doubt, but is it going to 'make
him a good commander in the field? During the rest of the leave season
there is .upeTt)i.ion of individual ' training, 8uperviltion ' of cadre training,
.uper"i.ion of regimental exercises without troops, and of 'course the poor
devil must have a bit of leave himself. Possibly between October and February there may be one or two Divisional, and perhaps even Command exercise without troops; but these extremely rare occasions are the only opportunity he himself will have of making It tactical decision at this period of
the year. Then follows range practices, section; platoon, company training,
machine-gun concentrations, and battalion training, and all this time he is
upervising, supervising, supervising. I grant you he sums , up at confer.
en~es and says who is right and who is wrong, but that is a very different
thmg from making a decision for the results of which he himself will be
reponsible. Then comes Brigade training. An ordinary individual, unversed in military affairs, might fondly imagine that the chief object of
~rigade traini~g w~uld be to test the efficiency of the Brigade Commande~
mOOrt, to g~ve ~Im some practice in making those decisions which are so
cnormou -ly VItal m war, and which may mean success with a minimum of
or fal'1 ure, or I't may be, defeat, and the squandering of hundreds
c 8uaities
.
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tributors are well-known writers including An Craoibhin, Nan UIadh, Leon
'Broin and L. S. G-ogan. The last mentioned-incidentally one of our contributors on matters archaeological-gives a very interesting study of the
Longford Processional Cross. Leon O'Broin, as is not surprising in an exofficer, is represented in a semi-military mood by a humourous version of an
episode in the Anglo-Irish struggle. In his artistic capacity he discourses
on the activities of the Combar Dramuochta.
The number is splendidly produced, and at a low price-6d.
•

••

T. J. McR.

THE ARMY AND NAVY REGISTER. U.S. Military Gazette. December 8,1928.
Two articles in this issue-" Secretary Davis on Army Promotion," and
General Hagood on " Army Elimination "-are of interest for the light they
throw on some of the post-war problems of the American Army-problems
which are by no means confined to that Army. The first of the articles in
question is quoted in exten80.
" Considering that promotion in the Army has taken up so much of the
thought and discussion of Army Officers during the past few years, there
will be some disappointment that that momentous subject did not occupy
more space than the shorb paragraph devoted to it in the annual report of
That which is stated by Secretary Davis has,
the Secretary of war.
however, the merit of brevity associated with emphasis. It furnishes all
the arguments that may possibly be given to justify congressional action
without going into the details of the situation, and without vividly indicating with precision the system that is entitled to be adopted beyond the
general and laudable assurance, reduced to an epigram, that" certainty of
promotion after definite terms of service appears to be the most just reward "-following the plea that officers, who have given the best part of
their lives to the military service, deserve " a reasonable reward." The
paragraph, in its entirety, follows:" Assurances of reasonable promotion prior to retirement from the
active list is a problem the seriousness of which has been fully recognised
by Congress. Unfortunately, the whole question is involved by elements
incident to different conditions under which officers have entered the service at various times.
However, the belief that Congress, in the near
future, will determine upon aI wise solution of this question has had ~uch
to do, in my opinion, with the distinct reduction in the number of resIgnations which have been proffered by junior officers during the past two years.
A protracted delay in the settlement of this question, on the other hand,
will result, I believe, in many resignations by officers who have recently
entered the service and upon whose professional education the Government
has expended a great sum of money .
.. For a lifetime of service to the Government it is but ju t that officers
who have foregone the manifest financial and other advantages of a civil
career be Ilssured of reasonable reward.
11
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.. Certainty of promotion nfter definite terms of service appears to be
the IIlQst just reward .
.. The final determination of the st-rength of combatant branches, a
solution of the promotion question, a possible improvement in theJ uniform
of the enlisted men, and completion of the housing programme will give
to this nation, in my opinion, a permanent establishment unequalled in
mornle and in professional effectiveness of a high ratio to its mall numbers .
.. There is no question that the Secretary of War has rendered un
accurate estimate of the consequences of failure of congressional action that
hall give officers of the Army the opportunity for advancement now denied
them to a degree that is demoralising, and that would be worse if it were
not for the hope and expectation that out of the complications and intricacies of the agitation and effort, there will be found a satisfactory solution
of the problem.
In the existing circumstances, prolonged indefinitely,
there is no chance of creating a placidity of mind on the part of Army
officers. Some of them may be content, but the majority of those who sti11
have the prospect and desiTe for advancement are widely separated from
tllat conten\meut which is a direct and intimate contribution to personal
eflciency.
.. There is every reason to anticipate that junior officers, confronted
with the dire calamity of stagnation-many of them with retirement at 64
years of age without advancement beyond their present rank-will find little
to ju tify their continuance in the service if they have an equal opportunity
for a livelihood for themselves and the support of their families in civil life.
nd to relate-a condition that the Secretary of War fails to mentionuc~ officers, still comparatively junior in position but of varying years of
. erv~ce and age, will find it difficult, if not impossible, to find employment
?utslde of the military service. Most of them have spent a sufficient period
~n the Army to have materially reduced their chances of a successful career
\D. any other ~e of ~tivity. They must continue in the military. branch,
WI hout the satIsfaction and advantage of resignation, which Mr. Davis rev I n a disastrous result of congressional failure to provide relief and
Tt'med_ .
.. _Another situation which the Secretarv of War overlooks, or at least
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does not observe that such n. system must be associated with removal of
restrictions upon numbers in grade, if dra.;;tic elimination or arrest of promotion through selection-up of individuals is avoided.
That feature, of
course, involves for the present the policy of the budget bureau, of which
no mention is made in the report of Mr. Davis. It is an absolw.ely necessary provision.
A fragmentary application of the method would be no
better OODtribution to Army perSQl1nel &Jiciency and personal justice than
now exi&ts."
T . .1. McK.
WAn .
An admirable series of article on this subject is appearing in The Irish-

IRELAND AND THE NEXT

'/ "an-the Labour organ. They should be read with interest not only for
their intrinsic worth but because of the courage displayed by the journal in
facing a. question .which many are satisfied to shelve. The problem is not
one which can be solved by neglect-and of course has a special appeal for
the Irish Army.
We quote the following ext.naets as indicative of the
carnesLness of thought ma.nifest in the articles an question:., Those who steer the ship 01 State, .as wen s all those who loot the
bills, are concerned in this questioo of Defence. Why do we have to defend
ourselves? Against whom? With what means? At what cost? These
are the questions our statesmen should answer in justification of their defence
budget and their foreign policy . .,
.. Should we be so uniortunate as to find Qurselves at war, the measure
of our success will largely be the extent of our appreciation of the nature of
the conflict and the thoroughness 01 our preparation. The Government of
thc day-not the Army, not a party, but the Cabinet-will have to conduct
the war and pilot the ship of State througli the treacherous currents that
will surely swamp it in the absence of competent navigation. "
And again:" If we are to face the horrors and frightfulness of war in defence of
our ideals or our material interests, let us do so with a realisation of what it
means, and a knowledge that will enable us to employ our resources to the
hest advantage. If it is the opinion of the majority that we cannot hope
to gain anything by supporting in arms our national policy when other means
fail, let us face that situation squarely. Let us not waste money on defence
forces that we know to be no defence. Let us strive to avoid war. Let us
see how and why we may become involved, and let us determine, if .we can,
how we may parry the designs of States that run counter to our alms. If
w(' cannot checkmate the actions of others inimical to our intere t
we are
I\t their mercy. Whatever policy be adopted to maintain our in~~ity and
advance our interests, it can only be a smmcJ polioy in so far a .It J based
on the fullest possible study of the phenomenon of humtln relations known
as w8r."
T. J . MaK.
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